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RADIO & TELEVISION LABORATORY MANUAL
CHAPTER 1.
THE LABORATORY.
The hobby and practice of radio, which has held the attention of
so many adherents ever since the inception of broadcasting, has diverged
and brapched along so many different lines of work and application
that it is now practically essential for the home experimenter to
specialise. lo the broadest possible classification three distinct types of
work are outlined; radio service and the repair of receivers. amateur
transmission and, finally, development and experimental work.
The
latter classification is that with which this manual is concerned, though
it is hoped that it may prove of interest and value to those engaged in
other fields.
The home laboratory bas distinct differences from the home repair
silop and from the transmitting man's "shack," for the repair shop
must of necessity be strictly utilitarian and the shack must be given over
to the housing (with possibly the building) and operation of com·
munications equipment. The laboratory, on the other hand, can. and
indeed, should be a mixture of both the practical and the imaginative,
reflecting as it does the tastes and ideas of its owner, for here are
developed and 1cs1cd the circuits and plans which might arise from no
more than a stray thought or a fact observed when carrying out some
other type of work.
The laboratory itself must. of course, depend upon the means and
circumstances of the owner, but it is to all intents and purposes essen·
tial that a room should be set apart for the work and used for nothing
else. A boxroom or an attic offer many possibilities whilst failing
anything better a cellar might be used; the writer does not favour such
a room, however, for the laboratory must be light, airy and dry. It
is worth while remembering. too, that radio as a hobby is seasonal, and
that the laboratory will be visited in winter much more than in summer.
The chosen room should, therefore. be warm and comfortable.
Probably the ideal laboratory is a separate building made of
concrete slab, designed from the outset with the one purpose in view,
but under present-day conditions the erection of such a structure is an
undertaking fraught with difficulties. A good shed may be used, how·
ever, in which case every attention must be paid to the weather-proofing
of both the roof and the walls, for it need hardly be stressed that
dampness is the prime enemy of all types of radio and measuring gear ;
failing this an empty garage can be pressed into service provided that
the end doors are well fitting and draught proof.
With the laboratory space provided, the next point of consideration
is the bench accommodation.
Bench layout and bench design m.;y
depend on the builder's previous experience and the exact type of w11rk
in which he is ensagcd, but the writer finds at least two separate
benches essential. Ea<.;h bench ~ hould be at least 2 ft. deep and some·
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thing between 2 ft. 3 ins. and 2 fl. 8 ins. in height, to suit the owner,
whilst each bench top should he covered with a plain coloured linoleum. if this material is available. Hard plywood may be used as a
substitute. and given a double coat of good varnish.
One bench is used as the workbench proper, on which sets and
circuits may be constructed, whilst the other bench is the testbench
where all measurements and test readings are made. A strict rule
should be obseffed that no constructional work of any sort is carried
out on the tcs1bench which is reserved for such operations as alignments. oscillograph observations and the like. Naturally, various units
will have to be connected together and different pieces of apparatus
assembled into a complete circuit on this bench, but only completed
gear should be found on its surface.
If space allows, a third bench is extremely useful for test equipment storage. lo a large laboratory this third bench might well be a
trolley bearing the signal generator, audio generator, etc., but in a small
laboratory the trolley is not necessary, and indeed, takes up too much
space required by the worker.
If the third bench is ruled out on
account of Jack of room the test equipment should be stored on a
stout shelf above the testbench, or the bench may itself have a "superstrncture" designed to hold both the test gear and, possibly, books of
reference for which some space should certainly be provided.
Below each bench should be at least one shelf for the storage of
tools or apparatus, and the bench ends may be fitted with a set of
shelves or slidin,g drawers. The working area of the bench, however,
should have adequate knee room below the top surface, for, sitting
" clear " of a bench which has no knee room is very fatiguing.
For seating, a laboratory stool should be used, or a "commercial"
type chair with thin steel legs and back support with a fibre seat and
backrest. Whatever type of seat is used it will inevitably be in the
way and will be moved a great deal. A wooden chair is both too large
and too heavy for convenience.
The tools used on the workbench require some sort of housing or
mounting and a rack, as used by a carpenter. is in the writer's opinion
far from ideal for the smaller and lighter tools used in radio con·
struction. A bench drawer; divided into sections by cross pieces. has
been found convenient, one section holding pliers, another screwdrivers.
and so on. Larger tools such as a wheel brace might be rackmouated.
but in the writer's laboratory all tools are stored in drawers and some
effort is made to drill all boles. tap all threads. etc., at one time, so
that tools are replaced immediately they are finished with.
Tools, like reference books. are best collected over a period of
time, gaps in the collection being filled in as they arc discovered. Indeed, it is presumed here that the laboratory builder or owner has
already a good variety of both tools and books- the need or desire
for the laboratory wol1ld probably not otherwise have arisen- -so that
no list of tools is given here.
Lighting and power supplies are nf great importance in the smooth

running of the laboratory. Daylight cannot be relied .upon sinci: the
room will be used at all times and throughout the winter especially,
d h '1st
a good window should overlook the testbench at leas~ both
1
~~nc:es should be fitted with the best possible lighting. . Here agam the
question of expense arises, but a proprietary benc11: light, such as a
Terry Anglepoise, pays for itself in terms of sa~ed time, sa:~ temper
and the convenience of a lamp which can be directed to h., lb u~danr
nook and cranny. An Anglepoise light on each bench would e 1, ea ,
but a single lamp which can be r.:adily transferred from one bench to
the other is easier on the pock:el.
.
.
_
· Besides the bench light a good general room hght 1s also a ne,;es't
After working for some time in the concentrated hght of a bench
~~~-p it will be found that the rest of the laboratory. ~ppears very
loomy and poorly illuminated unless a good top or ~e1lrng hgbL can
~e swiiched on. Here ag.1in .. commercial" equipment 1s recommended,
the ceiling light being titted with a factory rype of sh.ade ena;~!l~
green on the outside and white within. ~uch. a s.hade gives goo "1g t
distribution without glare. whilfl all the light 1s directed dow~ward:> ..
For general bench illumination some workers m~~ cons1de1 fiL1:111o0
a fluorescent tube, but this must be a m~tter of op1~1on. The wnter •
find" such a light trying to the eyes and 111adequate f~r fine work but
ther: is no doubt that other workers fin.d such a lamp ideal. After the
initial cost Lhe running expenses are, of course, very low. hut no lower
than those of a 60 watt bulb in an A.nglepojse lamp, the arrangement
used by the author for all work. 1.nci~entally the d~gree .of concentration which can be attained by working 1n a pool of light ~~rrounded by
shadow is quite remarkable.
.
.
Each bench should be fitted with a number ~f mams sup~Jy pomts.
The points may be mounted either at the rear .o.f tne b~nch or JUSt below
the front edge; possibly points at both pos111ons will be found most
convenient. TI1.: soldering iron on the workbench should have '.!- front
ede.e supply point, and the iron itself should have. a s~bstant1~l rest
which conducts heat away from the tip when the iron 1s not m use.
A very convenient rest can be fashioned from a deep loo~ of perforated
iron or copper sheet or from copper mesh, the loop bemg screwed. to
the undersid.: of the bench to the right-hand sid~ o~ the ~orking
position thus forming a cradle for the iron, removmg 1t and its lead
from the bench surface and preventing its ove~heati~g.
.
Such a cradle is shown in Fig. 2. ln Fig. J 1s shown a design
for the testbench. with test equipmenL and reference book space.. .
No matter how many points are supplied on each ~ench, ~t is a
sensible plan 10 have each one contro.lled by its own ~witch, with _the
bench as a whole isolated from the mains supply by an troa_-clad ~witch
and fuse box. This box will contain a double ~ale switch : l~ the
smaller switches on 1he distribution po~nts ~r~ smgl~. ?ol~, ~witches
care must be 1aken to ensure Lhat the switch 1s 10 the bve hoe and
001 in the neutral lead. assuming a11 A.C. supply. Oo D.C. supply, _the
switch must also be in the .. live" line and not in the earthed line.
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are concerned-and two complete points on each bench are not ~oo
many. By a complete point is meant a socket or other connecting
device from which may be drawn either heater voltage and the H.!.
supply, Octal sockets with octal plug connectors on the gear are suit·
able, or Jones' plugs may be used, with Jones' sockets on the bench.

Fig. 2.

The Soldering Iron Cradle.

All bench wiring must be shielded and run through an earthed
conduit. The use of lead-covered cable is satisfactory if the cable is
run below and to the rear of the bench, so that the covering cannot be
damaged in any way, and if all the cable runs have their lead sheaths
well bonded together and directly earthed, but a proper steel conduit
is better if the materials can be found.
Besides an array of mains supply points on each bench it is very
desirable to bring out a smoothed power supply of. say, 350 volts at
100 mAs. or more, together with heater supplies of 2- 0 ·2 and 3- O ·3
volts for 4 and 6-volt heater valves. The writer has found such an
arrangement indispensable. With power directly to hand the construction and resting of temporary experimental equipment becomes a matter
of minutes-chassis space is saved and the weight of the transformer
and choke is avoided-whilst, if different pieces of gear are supplied
~t one time from the main bench supply only the simplest decoupling
1s needed, generally. to prevent interaction.
1:he main supply should be robustly constructed using the best
matenals, and the transformer should be chosen to give generous output at borh heater voltages. The provision of both 4 and 6-volts
hea~er lines is no problem since universal transformers arc now widely
available. All the wiring to the bench outlet points from the power
!'ack ~nust be. w~ll insulat~d and of heavy cable so that voltage drop
1s avo1ded- 1h1s 1s of especial importance so far as the low voltage lines

The most suitable position for the power supplies is found to be at
the rear of the bench. The power supply itself may be placed beneath
the testbench, and is best shielded completely in a metal case with good
ventilation. The main on-off switch may be on the front edge of the
testbench but a main on-off switch on each bench. the switches bein&
connected in parallel or as a three-wire two-way switch combination,
is ideal. In this case a main power supply switch is immediately to
hand at either bench in the event of accident or a false c-0nnection.
The power supply itself should be fused, the fuse being connected
between the centre tap of the mains transformer H.T. secondary and
the chassis or earth connection of the pack. The fuse then carries all
the H.T. current and protects both the transformer and the rectifier
valve from short circuits both in the external circuits and in the pack
itself such as might occur if a smoothing or reservoir capacitor were
to fail.
·
A suggested power pack circuit is shown in Pig. 3, and it will 1:-e
seen that a heavy bleeder resistance is connected directly across the
H.T. terminals. This assists the pack regulation and provides a load
when apparatus under test is switched off or disconnected without the
main power switch being thrown.
Voltage regulation on tbe power supply would be an added im·
provement, but since the pack must be capable of working at all loads
from full to zero load (apart from the bleeder), the fitting of automatic
regulation is difficult and has not been attempted. It is, perhaps, more
satisfactory to build regulation into gear where it is needed - in the
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Fig. 1.

The Workbench.
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Fig. 3.

General Purpose Power Pack.

oscillator section of a high·cl!1ss frequency changer, for example-usioa
neon regulators.
Eacb bench. besides the mains power and smoothed and heater
power supplies. will need a separate earth point or points, taken to :t
huricd i:arth plate. and aerial points. The aerial or aerials will depend
entirely on the type of work to be carried out--broadcast, short wave
or very high frequency operation, for example-and the space available
for tbeir erection. ln general a good broadcast type aerial and a telc:·
vision aerial with reflector are very useful and the television aerial will
also serve for work on the 5 and 10 metres band although a properly
cut and erected short aerial for general coverage is to be preferred.
The aerial down-leads should all be screened and noise eliminating
systems are an advantage. whilst the leads within the laboratory should
be as short and direct as possible.
No laboratory can have too much storage space. for no matter how
empty the shelves are when the room is first put into use there will
inevitably be an accumulation of gear and component stocks which all
too easily can fall into disarray. At least one large store cupboard
should be provided, and shelves earmarked for valve~, components,
finished assemblies, etc.. tbe smaller components such as resistors and
fixed capacitors having sectionalised cases with components grouped
according to their values. Tf a periodic stocktaking is held shortages
of the more widely used components can be made up with only a small
outlay. No matter how small and unpretentious the laboratory may
be, neat and tidy component storage assists the work immensely, whilst
no work at all can be accomplished without a rei1sonubly good stock:
of the basic resistors and capacitors. and a study of the small adver·
tiscments in tbe monthly radio press is always worth while.
New
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stock only should be purchased, used surplus components are always
JJnsatisfactory in the long run.
The shelves above the benches, also providing storage space, should
be reserved for larger finished articles. and it is a wise plan to cover
each shelf and also to fit hinged or sliding doors so tbat the shelves
are in effect also small cupboards. This will exclude dust and give a
neut appearance.
The shelves above the tcstbcnch can be adapted. if desired. to hold
standard test equipment which can be coupled into gear on the bench
by leads. A shelf mounted bridge for resistance measurements is of
great value. whilst the laboratory amplifier can also be shelf-mounted.
The standard receiver. which should preferably be of the communica·
tions type. may also be mounted above bench level bot a good deal of
convenience is sacrificed thereby and a space on the testbench or a
special receiver table is a belier site for this article.
At least one really good loudspeaker should be mounted on a
baffle and mounted above bench level, and if a permanent magnet
speaker is chosen, so tbal no energising power bas 10 be supplied lo
the field, speaker input sockets can also be mounted at the rear of
both the workbench and testbcnch.
A single output transformer
mounted beside the speaker can have leads from a tapped primary
brought to small sockets so that a number of ratios and provision for
push-pull inputs are provided, but it must not be forgotten that there
is a possibility of feedback between these cables and the grid circuits
of associated gear Sll that shielded cable must be used. Long cable
runs will have an effect on tone, also. and it is. therefore, sugges1ed
that this type of speaker ins1allatio11 is first investigated as a temporary
arrangement.
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The loudspeaker response In the laboratory will appear different
from that obtained in a Jiving room because ot the very considerable
difference in furnishings, so that for best results a good deal of experi·
mental work in speaker positioning will be needed. A corner baffle is
often found to be as good a mounting as any, and bas the added advan•
tage that the loudspeaker is taking up as little useful space as possible.
ln Fig. 4 the author's laboratory layout is shown. The structure
is of concrete block with a wall board lining to prevent condensation.
Power and aerial lead-in conduits were planned with the structure alld
built in.

It is sometimes though\_ that a multimeter, by n:as?n of its d:~:
is less accurate than a single range instrument This ts not th: S: •
some commercial multimeters are perhaps les~ accurate than might be
desirable in order to assist their mass _Producuon, but a reputablec or ~
carefully constructed home-made multuneter .can b~ve an. accura Y d
1 per cent. and better, depending on the baSlC moving ~011. meter use
aod the accuracy of the resistors incorporated in the cU'cU1t.

0

CHAPTER 2.
TEST EQUIPMENT, Part I.
GENERAL RADIO TEST GEAR.
As important as the laboratory itself is the test equipment and
apparatus which it is to contain. and with which the experimental gear
will be aligned and checked. Probably few home laboratories are as
well equipped as their (>Wners would desire, but given some basic articles
of test gear, further equipment can be built in the workshop section
of the laboratory itself.
The exact types of test gear required depend to some extent on
the interests of the individual worker-the quality reproduction enthu·
siast will have little use for a very high frequency oscillator. for example
-so that test equipment is considered under three beadings : general
radio test gear. television test gear and v.h.f. test gear. ihe second and
third types of gear may be regarded as in some respects complementary.
and the first beading, general radio test gear. may be further divided
into sub-headings, the first of which is:
ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS.
Of the different types of mea~uring instruments available the most
generally useful is the moving coil milliamcter which can. of course,
also be used to measure voltages. 1 he chief requirements in an instru·
ment especially for laboratory work arc accuracy and low power consumption. and the moving coil instrument scores on these two points
over almost every other type. For applications where power consump·
tion is not of great importance-for instance, for checking the voltage
of the supply mains or for measuring charging current into a storage
battery- a moving iron instrument may be used and may be obtained
quite cheaply, but for testbeocb work it is not a suitable type.
. Bench meas.urements of four kinds must be provided for. D.C. volts
and current and A.C. volts and current. and a meter for each measure·
ment or a switched " Multimeter" may be used. The writer has found
that a pair of multimeters. one of simpler design than the other. if
desired from an economical point of view. give a very versatile com·
bination. A single multimeter is not sufficient, very often two measure·
ments must be made simultaneously, but a pair of measuring instruments.
both of wide range and capable of reading A.C. and D.C. voltage and
currl.!nt. ~hould handle every requirement that arises.
A multimeter
and a valve voltmeter are also a good combination.
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Fig. 5. Tire MultiTM(C.
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l\.C. instruments can never be as accurate as D.C. gear. but an
accuracy of 2 per cent. on vohage measurements and better than 2 per
cent. on curre nt measurements is attainable. , Again, lhe construction
of a muhimeter is often not undertaken by the amateur because of the
mi srnken idea that a considerable amount of range caJibration is necessary. The only calibration which has to be made on practically any
multim eter is that of the lowest A.C. voltage range, conventionally from
0 10 10 volts. On this range the rectifier characteristics introduce a
dislortion which causes the scale divisions to close as the reading decrc,1~c~ and a correction chart is all that is necessary. prepared by comparison of the mullimeter against a good commercial A.C. volrmeter.
If no Olhcr A.C. voltmeter is available the muJtimeter can be calibra1ed
with reasonable accuracy against the 4- and 6-volt windings of a mains
lransformcr under load, these windings and their centre taps giving
voltages of 2. 3. 4. 6 and. 1he windings in series, 10 volts.
A multimeter circuit which also includes provision for measuring
resist.1nce up 10 I megohm a nd capacitance from 0.0001 to I mfd. is
shown in Fig. 5. Neither the ohmetcr nor the capacitance meter has
the accuracy attained on the other ranges, but these functions arc included for convenience and arc sufficiently accurate for determining the
values of com ponen1s wirh 20 per cent. tolerances. In any case, by
keeping the battery of the o hmcter in good condition. aad by careful
calibration of the capacitance meter (the calibration in this case i~
merely a mailer of connecting in a se.ries of known capacitances and
charting the instrument readings so obtained) lhe accuracies will be of
rbe order of 5 per cent. and better.
Compoacnrs Lisi for lhe Multimeter. Fig .. 5.
l nstrumen1. 0- l mA. JOO ohms resistance. We5ton .~odel No. S.37
<Sani?amo-~hston Ltd., Gt. Cambridgo Road. Enfield, Mddx.).
Welwyn Electrical I%.
Precision Resistor Co. I % .
RI
11 . 1 o hms. I 0 mAs. shunr.
R5
9.900 ohms.
R2
I.OJ ohms. 100 mAs. shunt.
R6
100,000 ohms.
R3
0 I ohms. 1.000 mAs. shunt.
R7
I megohm.
R4
90(} ohms.
RS
8.250 ohms.
R9
90.000 ohms.
RI 0
900.000 ohms.
R II
12.000 ohms.

R 1Z
R Jl

5.000 ohms. wirewound. variable. Ohms zero set.
100.000 ohms. variable. Wirewound preferred.
All fixed .resisiors of .I wait rating, High Stability types.
CJ
4 mfds. Paper, non-polarised. Low vo ltage type.
Sia. Sib
2 pole. 12-way selector switc h. Yaxley or Oak.
S:><i. S2b, S2c
3 pole. 6-way selec tor switch. Yaxley or Oak.
S)
Single pole, 3-way. hea vy duly rotary switch.
S4a. S4b
2 pole oa·off switch.
Rc:l· 1itiu
Westinghouse I mA. lnsrrument Rec1ifier.
16

13.5 volt battery. (3 ftat balleries in s~ri~).
A.C. Transformer. See below.
4
Heavy duty input terminals.
4
Light duty input terminals.
5 control knobs for SJ. S2, 83, Rl2, Rl3.
Test prods or clips. ·
Wire. sleeving, battery clips, etc.
DETAILS OF Tl.
The current transformer Tl has three primaries, through one of
which the alternating current to be measured is passe?. The secon~
ary of the transformer supplies up to 1.11 mA to the mstrumeot rectifier (with I.I I mAs. in the rectifier gives a D.C. output of I mA.), and
the ratios a re so chosen that the transformer suits currents of from
0-0.1 amp A.C .. 0-0.5 amp A.C. a nd 0-2.5 amps A.C.
The parts required 10 build the transformer are : 33 pairs of 70-T Mumetal laminations. obtainable from The Telegraph Construction and Maintenance Co.. Ltd., Telcoa Works,
Greenwich. London. S.E.JO.
I Former or bobbin. 70-FSC., from W. Bryan Savage. qd., Westmorelan d Road, London. N.W.9. (Centre partition removed.)
Abl)UI 2 ois. of 36 D.S.C. Copper Wire and small amounts of 28,
18 and 12 D.C.C. Copper Wire.
Reinforce the bobbin with tempora ry wooden cheeks secured by a
lone oolt through the core aperture and wind on in n~r layers. JOO
tur~s 10 the layer 2.190 turns of the 36 D.S.C. wire. ~overmg t~e whole
winding wi1h va~ished paper or a simi.tar prot~cuve marenal. The
pri maries are wound in a single laye.r. side by side.
.
25 turns of 28 D.C.C. wrre for 0. J amp. p~mary.
5 turns of 18 D.C.C. wire for 0.5 amp. pr~mary.
t tum of 12 D.C.C. wire for 2.5 amps. prrn:iary:
.
The sin gle turn 10 be exact must be wound as shown lll Fig.' 6, •.ts
start and finish b~ing tied or taped together and led away as a twin
lead.
f
The primaries should be covered with a further protective !aye~ o
varnish ed paper. an d the temporary en~ cheeks removed. The lammations a re 1hen inserted into 1he ~obbm from a lter~ate ends: 'on of
The transformer details here given are by the krnd perrruss1
Messrs Westinghouse Brake and Signal Co., Ltd.
.
.
The whole mulrimeter may be built up into any conv.ement tnstr~
ment case or box and since the layout details can be ad1usted to ~ult
individu;J circumstances no diagram is shown. During consu:ictioo
the chief care needed is in the soldering_ of the 1 per c~n~. resistors.
and the wire ends should be gripped by pliers between the JOIDI an~. ~e
body of the resistor in order that the component unde-~goes ~s 1~ e
heating ·as possible. Th.e same care is necessary when mountmg . e
tmA. rectifier, and the joints IO" ·this con:ponent m~tt Lt~ ~a~e ~~~:
the braided wire leads already attached ... I he leads ide.nu ~ C Youtput
spots are tbc: A.C. input leads, the pos111ve and oegatrve . ·
B

Tl
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leads being identified by red and black spots respectively. Sh~'uld one
of th.: braided leads be broken it CANNOT be resoldered 10 its lug
without ruining the rectifier.
,
The rectifier is mounted on a long Ii B.A. bolt which can be
threaded into the rea_r of the panel.
The switches should be coded as follows:CODING ON SJ.
Position l.
I mA. D.C. and Ohms.
Position 2.
JO mAs. D.C.
Position 3.
100 mAs. D.C.
Position 4.
1.000 mAs. D.C.
Position 5.
I volt D.C.
Position 6.
10 volts D.C.
Position 7.
100 vol!s D.C.
Position 8.
1,000 volts D.C.
Position 9.
10 volts A.C.
Position 10.
100 volts A.C.
Position 11.
1,000 volts A.C.
Position I 2.
AMPS. A.C. and CAP. TEST.
CODING ON S2.
Position I.
mAs. and Volts D.C.
Position 2.
Volts A.C.
Position 3.
Ohms.
Position 4.
Amps. A.C.
Position 5.
Cap. Test.
Position 6.
OFF.

CODING ON S3.
0.1 amp. A.C.
2.
0.5 amp. A.C.
3.
2.5 amps. A.C.
CODING ON S4.
Cap. Test.
On-Off.
The 18 ranges of the instrument. with the correct switch settings
and working amrngements for each range arc as follows : D.C. MEASUREMENTS.
I.
0-1 mA. D.C.
SI, Position l.
S2. Position I.
2.
0·10 mAs. D.C.
SI.
2.
S2,
I.
3.
0-JOO mAs. D.C.
SI,
3.
S2,
I.
4.
0-1 amp. D.C.
SI,
4.
S2,
1.
5.
0-1 volt D.C.
SI,
5.
S2,
I.
0-10 volts D.C.
6.
SI,
6.
S2.
1.
7.
SI.
7.
82,
0-100 volts D.C.
J.
8.
0- I .000 volL~ D.C.
SI,
S.
S2, •
I.
A.C. VOLTS MEASUREMENTS.
9.
0-10 volts A.C.
SI, Position 9.
S2. Position 2.
JO.
0-100 volts A.C.
SI,
10.
S2.
2.
11.
0·!,000 volts A.C.
SI,
11.
82.
2.
A.C. AMPS. MEASUREMENTS.
for following ranges. set SJ at position 12, and S2 at position 4.
Select amps. ranges with S3.
6-0.1 amp. A.C.
J2.
S3, Position l.
13.
0-0.5 amps. A.C.
S3,
2.
14.
0-2.5 amps. A.C.
S3,
3.
RESISTANCE MEASUREMENTS.
15.
0-1 megohm.
SI. Position I.
S2. Position 3.
Set the ohmmeter to zero hy shClrt·circuiling the main input 1er·
minals" and rotating R 12 until the meter shows the full scale reading.
Connect the unknown resistance in place of the short-circuit. when the
meter reading will fall. and either read off the resistance from the con·
version chart of Fig. 7 or calculate from the formula
13,500
Ohms
13,500
I
where l is the current reading on the O· I mA. scale.
CAPACJTANCE MEASUREMENTS.
For all capacitance measurements ensure, before switching on. that
RD is turned to the off position. i.e., with the slider. as shown in the
diagram, at the lower end of the resistance so that ao voltage is
applied across the two sections of S4.
Connect in to the voltage terminals. either 3, 12 or 230 volts A.C.
ljccording to the desired measurements range. obtaining these voltages
from the centre tap of a /)·volt hear.er windint.t for J volts. from two
6-volt heater winding!. in serie~ (or 12 'Olt~, usir.g a small mains trans·
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Fig. 7. Conversion Chart.
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40K
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75 K
100 K

I MEC

250 K
500K
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former. The 230 volts A.C. is, of course. supplied direct from the
lllllins.
Tum SI to position 12, and S2 to position 5.
. Connect the unknown capacitance across the " Cap. Test " terminals. The component should previously have been tested for short·
circuits. Electrolytic or leaky capacitors may not be tested by this
method.
Close S4.
Rotat_e Rl3 slowly so that the full test voltage is applied across
~e c~pacn.or and meter. As R 13 is opened, the meter reading will
nse fro!'1 zero to som~ position on the scale determined by the capacit·
ance, smce the capacnor is acting as an impedance and its value is
actually being measured in terms of impedance.
. . When the re~ding i_s. taken. close down R 13 until it is completely
10 its former OFF posit10n. Ope'n $4.
Remove the capacitor under
t\'St..
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Should there be no guide at all to the likely \.~pacitanu to be
expected. commence by measuring on the highest range, increasing the
meter sensitivity if the reading is too low.
16.
0.0001 mfd. - 0.01 mfd.
230 volts A.C. input.
17.
0.01 mfd.
- 0.1 mfd.
12 volts A.C. input.
18.
0.1 mfd.
- 1 mfd.
3 volts A.C. input.
To calibrate the capacitance ranges. make the tests as described
using known values of capacitance. of the orders of 0.0001. 0.0005,
0.001. 0.005, O.QI. 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, I mfd. and so on, noting the meter
reading for each capacitance in its correct range and making a con·
version chart accordingly.
Unknown capacitances may then be read
off from the chart.
USE OF THE MULTIMETER.
Some precautions must be taken when using the multimeter. For
example, the rdnge switches must ALWAYS be checked for correct
settings before the instrument is connected into circuit. and particular
care should always be taken to ensure that the rectifier is never over·
loaded.
NEVER apply A.C. to Tl unless all the range switches are correctly
set for A.C. amps. measurements, otherwise the secondary of the· trans·
fo'rmer will be unloaded and the calibration of the transformer wfll be
ruined even though there is no physical sign of damage.
NEVER make a capacitance test without ensuring that R13 is
turned off. If the voltage is applied directly across the test capacitor
the resulting surge will almost certainly ruin the rectifier. even though
it is protected to some degree by Cl across its output terminals. At
the same time. never switch off $4 after a capacitance check without
reducing R 13 to its zero setting, otherwise there may be a reverse surge
from Cl.
'
If tJicsc points a~e observed the multimeter will give good and
long service with accuracies of I per cent. plus or minus, or better,
on D.C., about 2 per cent. on A.C. voltages. 2 per cent. or as good
as 0.5 per cent. on A.C. amps. (which are read off the instrument scale
and require no calibration) and accuracies depending on circumstances
so far as the ohms and capacitance ranges arc concerned.
If, as has been advised, two rnultimeters arc constructed, the second
instrument may be a replica of the first but this means that both will
then have provision:. i'or capacitance and resistance checking, unnecessarily and uneconomically.
The second multimeter may have these
circuit details omitted . .when S2 of .F.ig. 5 can then be a 3-polc .4·way
switch. The leads· to. point 3 on both S2a and S2b are omitted and the
transformer lead to point 4 on S2c i.s transferred to point 3. the. switch
being recoded accordingly with position 4 as OFF. and position 3 as
amps. A.C.
The multimeter has a sensitivity of J,000 ohms per volt on D.C..
the sensitivity on A.C. being slightly lower. Nevertheless the power
consumption is very low, whatever range is being used, and the meter
error introduced into most circuits will be practically neglif,lible. Meter
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error is worse when makiog a measurement such as reading the anode
voltage in a resistance-capaci:ance coupled stage. but if the reading is
taken with the multimeter switched to the J,000 volts range tht: series
resistance is then I megohm, and :he error of little account.
ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS AT R.F.
The A.C. volts ranges of the multimeter just described may be taken
as fairly accurate up to 10,000 c.p.s. and will give a useful indication
up to 100.000 e.p.s.. so I.hat the instrument can be used to measure
audin voltages providing that a blocking capacitor is used.
Such a
capacitor i~ common to several circuits however, notably in output meter
connections. and then the impedance or the capacitor, which changes
with frequency. introduces an error Into the reading.
At higher frequencies the meter error rapidly becomes greater until
at a megacycle the reading would be valueless for at that frequency
not only would the rectifier introduce error but the resistors themselves
would exhibit the commencement of a frequency effect. whilst it is
obvious that the transformer used in the measurements of current must
be designed for one frequency-in this case, of course, the mains frequency of 50 cycles-and so is of no value for measuring alternating
current at other frequencies.
For current measurements at all frequencies the thermo-couple am·
meter can be recommended above all other types. It is relatively cheap
to purchase and will give accurate readings on both D.C. and A.C. and
at frequencies up to the lower radio frequencies. At very bigb fre·
quencies an error is introduced by the skin effect present on the heated
wire. but even so the thermo-couple ammeter is still valuable as an
indicator. one example of its uses being the measurement of aerial
feeder current when the final value is not so important as a comparative value for different transmitter adjustments.
The c:xcellence of tbe instrument is only slightly marred by its two
pisadvantages. namely, that it is easily overloaded and burnt out and
that rhermo·couple ammeters are bought as essentially single range in·
struments. Both these disadvantages may be combated by shunting the
instrument with a switched shunt, the value of the shunt being determined experimentally to increase the basic range of the instrument by
say. 10. Since the shunt resistance will be low and a short length of
heavy gauge resistance wire may be used. the shunt inductance will be
negligible and the shunt will serve for both D.C. and A.C. measur.:ments.
The instrument is connected in circuit with the shunt switched in.
so that the current may be read and I.he instrument switched to its full
sensitivity only when the current value is known to be less than the
full current ca pacity of the meter.
The measurement of R.F. voltages is less easily accomplished. and
call~ for some form of valve voltmeter. If the voltages are low a
.simple device such as a slide-back valve-voltmeter may be used, the
chief v<tlue of this instrument lying in the fact that it can be "made
up" in a ma11er of minutes and needs no calibration since the applied
voltage is read in terms of D.C. bias voltage supplied from a battery
and measured by a D.C. moving coil voltmeter.
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Slide-Back Valve Voltmeter.

A typical slide-back valve voltmeter circuit is sh~wn in. Fig. 8. In
this circuit the valve (which may be practically a.ny triode, either of the
mains or battery type), acts as an anode re~ttfier, set up by short·
circuiting the input terminals, adjusting RI until the voltmet~r reads at
zero than adjusting R2 to give a small reference current readmg on the
milliameter. On a O· l mA. instrument the reference current may be
0.05 or 0.1 mA. for A.C. readings.
. .
This reading on the milliameter in the valve·s a~ode cJICwt. may
be imagined as a ·'false zero" to which the whole instrument is set
before a measurement is made.
. .
With the reference or false zero level adjusted, the short-c.irc~t
across the input terminals is removed and b~fo~e any potential is
lied to these terminals the bias on the valve 1s 10creased _from zero
apph
· m bY. rotating RI Thus the anode current 1s reduced
to t e max1mu
.
·
.
·11
t b' overloaded
very
small
amount and the milhameter w1 no
"
to a
d .
l'ed
,
when the potential to be measure 1s app 1 •
.
The terminals are then connected to the source of t~e. poteot1a_I,
and the bias poteut\ometer, R 1, turned back until the nulharoeter 1s
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again reading at the chosen reference level to which the whole instrument was set. Now. however. the voltmeter is reading and is not at
zero. and the voltage shown on the voltmeter is equal to the peak
potential applied to the input terminals.
Thus the applied potential is measured in terms of D.C. bia~ volts.
the reading being taken off directly. and the instrument requires no
calibration.

,..
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.J ,--------·
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It is found that very good results are obtained if a pentode is used
as the valve, the control grid being tied to the cathode and the suppressor to the anode. with the screening grid used as the control grid.
The slide-back valve voltmeter reads slightly low of the true
value. the error decreasing with large inputs and a sharp cut-off valve
characteristic.
When setting up the circuit, the battery potentials and potentiometer
resistances may be chosen by using the following simple fonnulre: Eb I equals o r exceeds the peak input voltage to be measured.
Ea
Eb 2 =
where µ is the valve's amplification factor.

:...

~

"~

0

µ

:::...

and Ea is chosen to give a suitable current through the valve- usually
one or perhaps two grid bias batteries in series will suffice for Ea. but
a 45- or 90-volt battery may be used.
Potentiometer resistances should be 200 ohms per volt of the
battery potentials across which they are connected.
A capacitor may be connected directly across the anode and cathode
of the valve. with a value of approximately 0.001 mfd. for R.F. and
0.01 for A.C. If found desirable. For th.: purposes of this manual,
the term "A.C." should be taken to mean Audio and Mains frequencies
only.
Of greater value than a temporary set-up, however, is a well·
built valve vc1Jtmeter which is capable of reading. over a wide voltage
range on D.C.. A.C. and R.F. with a diode probe for the latte1
measurements. and such a circuit is shown in Fig. 9.
Adapting the· valve voltmeter to give D.C. readings which can be
made on a moving coil instrument may at first appear unnecessa ry
neglecting the fact that two D.C. measuring instrumems arc desirable
but 1he valve voltmeter has the great advantage of a high input res t~!
ancc. which is. moreover, constant on all ranges. This is· accompJi,hcd
by using an input "stiek- '-' as the range multiplier; applying the: potcnlial
to be mea·surco across the 'sticR of resistors (the total resistance h'emg
of the order of JO megohms for the majority of valve voltmeters) and
tapping the measuring cireuit progressively down the stick as the
applied potential rises.
The instrument error is thus totally negligible, and tne valve voltmeter may be used for such purposes as measuring A.V.C. voltages and
bias voltages where a moving coil instrument invariably causes euor
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The circuit could also be made in such a manner that A.C. and
R.F. could be connected directly across the stick the valve voltmeter
acting aa its own. rectifier, but in this case errors' would be caused by
the cb~nge of suck resistance to high frequencies.
Accordingly a
probe 1s used, containing a diode rectifier, and the rectified D.C. from
th~ ~rob~ i~ the potential which is finally measured. A slight com·
phcallon 1s introduced by the contact potential of the rectifying diode
-electrons leave its cathode and impinge on its anode even when no
externa l potential is applied, so that either this diode potential must
he prevented or balanced out, or else a zero selling adjustment must
be made on the main voltmeter when the probe is in use.
A further point which also requires some consideration is the
value of the capacitor through which the diode anode is connected
to 1he source of A.C. or R.F. whose potential is to be measured (CJ in
Fig 9). for the time constant of the combination of this capacitor with
the load resistance into which the probe feeds has a bearing on the
frequency range over which measurements may be made with substantial accuracy.
As the frequency falls the time constant must
become "longer "-that is, the capacitor must be increased in value in
order that its charge may not fall appreciably over the duration of one
cycle.
For frequencies up to approximately 100 kcs. a capacitance of
0.05 mfd. is satisfactory, but for higher frequencies a lower value
should be used, of the order of 0.0005 mfd. The larger capacitance
will not serve for all frequencies for as the frequency rises the physical
dimensions of the large capacitor cause serious losses and other harmful
effects.
Ooe of the neatest methods of overcoming this difficulty is found
io the McMurdo Silver Yomax (which can be most highly recommended
as a commercially made valve voltmeter suitable for laboratory use)
where for A.C. and low frequency measurements the R.t-. probe is
plugged into the housing provided for it in the main in~trument , thereby a utomatically shunting a 0.03 mfd. capacitor across the built-in
0.0005 mfd. capacitor.
Ordinary test leads are then used for low
frequency measurements.
The system may be adapted for use by the home constructor but
it must be remembered that the device forms part of a patented
manufacturer's article.
The input impedance to A.C. and R.F. is not as high as the input
resista nce of the valve voltmeter to D.C. for the load resistance is
shunted by the capacitance across the probe as a whole.
The impedance is still very high, howevcr,-of the order of megohms.
The output from the diode probe is negative, so that the valve
voltmeter instrument must be connected into circuit through a reversing switch. This means that the valve voltmeter must give identical
readings wha1ever the polarity of the input potential under measurement, and 1he 6SN7 circuit shown is excellent lo this respect. By
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using a double valve the circuit is aelf·balancin~, and gas c.urrent in
one triode is balanced by that in the other, whilst changes ~ supply
or .H.T. voltage have very little effect on the meter r~ding. .BY
usini large resistance• in the two cathode lines ~e va!vc LS ~orkmg
under considerable negative feedback, ensuring lineanty, w~t ~
microamroeter can then be connected across the cathodes, calibrauon
controls being connected in series with the microamme.ter leads. T~ese
calibration controls are adjusted when the instrument 1s first put mto
service. First, the zero set potentiometer is rotated until the instrument
reads at zero, then, with the D.C. range switch set to the correct _range,
the valve voltmeter is connected to a D.C. source ~ parallel ~1th an
accurate voltmeter. The D.C. calibration control is set to give the
correct voltage reading on the microamm~ter .scale, then the valv_e
voltmeter is disconnected and the zero setting mspected. If the calibration adjustment has caused the zero setting to .cha~ge, the zero set
potentiometer must again be adjusted, and the cahbrau<:>n control ~co
checked for the correct reading, the checks and re-adJUStmen~ berng
carried out until the instrument is properly set at . zero wlth .no
potential app lied, and reads correctly in agreement with the standard
voltmeter when connected across the test source.
The D.C. ranges are then all in calibration.
. .
When the probe is plugged into its socket, whether tt LS mad.e for
wo rk at low or high frequencies, a correction of the zero set will be
necessary oD the lower ranges of t~e valve voltmeter. These ra~ges
will also require correction charts smce oo lo:-V A.C. or R.F. voltages
the probe output is not linear, but on the h1gh~r voHag~ ranges the
ordinary microammeter scale may be used for direct 1eadmgs.
The A.C. calibration control is set after the necessary zer? ~or·
rection has been made. using a known A.C. or R.F. voltage 1D JUSt
the same way as for the D.C. calibration control.
.
.
To use the valve voltmeter as a milliameter, the ~lectroruc secuon
of the instrument may be disregarded. A further p~1r of conta~ts on
the microammeter reversing switch are arranged to isolate the '!lstrument from the valve cathodes, connecting it instead across a series of
switched shunts whose values are chosen to give the current ranges
~ci~.
.
.
Thus when the whole instrument is used to measure current 1t
need not 'be switched on. since the valves are not working. .
The shunt resistances will, of course, depend oD the mstrument
resistance. The microammeter in the original valve voltmeter has. a
resistance of 800 ohm> and the majority of 100 microamp. meters will
be found to have a resistance between 500 and 1,000 ohms. If . a
" round fibure" resistance instrument is available the shunts will
probably b~ obtainable commercially. The shunt resistances may be
calculated from the formula
R

S=-- --

x-

1
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where Xis the factor by which the meter range i~ to be multiplied. R j.
:he resistance of the meter and s is the shunt resistance.
Since the voltage ranges arc .5, 50, 500 and 5,000 volts, the current
ranges might well be made 5, 50 and 500 mAs. with possibly a heav1
shunt for the measurement of 5,000 mAs., i.e. 5 amps. This shunt will.
in most cases, be of such low resistance that it will require adjusting
experimentally.
The highest voltage range. 5,000 volts, is intended for D.C.
operation only. The diode probe cannot be expected to stand up '"
this high potential, but since the range will chiefly be used for 1h~
measurement of E.H.T. power pack voltages such as occur in oscilio·
scopes and television receivers this is no drawback.
It will be noted that apart from the main resistor range stick part
of the input resistance is made up of a 5 megohm resistance mounted
within the D.C. probe, and equivalent resist.a nce appearing in
the diode probe circuiL This resistance, right at the probe tip.
effectively isolates the circuit undergoing measurement from stray and
hand capacitances, so that the probe may be applied to the grids of L F.
amplifiers and similar stages with no appreciable effect upon the
working conditions.
COMPONENTS LIST FOR THE VALVE VOLTMETER.
Fig. 9.
RI. R2, R3
5 megohms. I%, high stability.
R4
4.5 megohms. I%. high stability.
RS
450,000 ohms, I%. high stability.
R6
45,000 ohms, I% high stability.
R7
5.000 ohms, 1%, high stability.
RS. Rl2
470,000 ohms.
R9
100.000 ohms potentiometer. Zero set Wircwouod
preferred.
RIO. Rll
20,000 ohms. 1%, high stability.
Rl3. R14
20,000 ohms, wirewound, variable.
A.C. aod D.C. calibration controls.
All resistors 1 watt type.
Cl
0.0005 mfd. Ceramic, for R.F.
0.05 mfd. Paper. 1,000 v.w. for A.C.
C2
0.02 mfd. Mica.
C3. C4
8 plus 8 mfds. 450 v.w. Electrolytic.
SJ
S.P. 4 way switch, ceramic.
S2a. S2b
2 pole 3-way switch (4-way if current ranges
are to be added).
S3
2 pole On-Off switch.
L.F.C.
20 hcnries L.F. choke. (Resistance smoothing can
be used, but choke smoothing is found
preferable).
M,
C>-100 microampercs, Westou Model No. S.ltl.
(Sangamo-Westou Ltd •• Gt. Cambrid&e Rd..
Enield, Mddx.).

Tl,

230 volts primary.
· 300-0-300 volts 60 rnAs. secondary
Sv. - it.
6v.
2a.
"l,
EASI;. Mullard.
VJ,
5Y3G.
V2,
6SN7.
l B3G base for VI.
2 International octal chassis mounting v' holdcrs.
3 control knobs, Sl. S2, R9.
Chassis, screened cable. material for probe housing, etc.. Test probes.
CONSTRUCTION
The layout of <he valve voltmeter is by no means critical and ~he
instrument may be built up into any convenient form. The ra~ge shck
resistors R4 to R7 are best mounted directly onto the ceramic range
switch; there is a slight chance of leakage if they are mounted on an
ordinary tag or group board.
.
.
.
Screening of the grid lead, where shown in the diagram, is very
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RIO and Rll are shown in the components list as 1% type resistors.
The need for accuracy here is not actually as pressing as this might

tend to indicate. but if ordinary 20% tolerance resistors are use? t~e
balance of the circuit might well be upset, a state of affairs which 1s
reflected int<' the operation of R9.
.
.
The diode probe is built into a cylindrical housing_made of ~de
gauge copper or brass tubing, each end of the housmg also bemg
closed by a disc of the same material sweated on, the whole probe case ..
then being at earth potential. The test tip which makes the contact
with the test point where the potential is to be measured protru_dcs
through the top cover of the diode probe via an insulating bushmg.
the twin core shielded cable carrying the output voltage and beater
current to the EA50 with the shield covering as the earth return pass·
ing through the bottom cod plate or cover of the probe housing.
The cable terminates in a 4 pin valve base which may be plugged
into a corresponding socket on the valve voltmeter ~ousing. 1:he D_.C.
test probe also has a shielded lead and probe, the :i megohm 1solalmg
resistance being mounted directly behind the probe tip-, The pro~e b~dy
may be made of ebonitc tube drilled out to take the res1s1or, the tip being
tapped into the end of the tube. The cable shield should for preference be carried into the body of the probe to prevent any chance
of hand capacitance effects which, on the most sensitive range, can be
troublesome.
Rl3 and Rl4 arc chassis mounted and their spindles are not
brought out as panel controls since, once adjusted, they arc aot further
required.
THE MEASUREMENTS OF RESISTANCE, CAPACITA~CE
AND INDUCTANCE.
With the consideration of the measurements of resistance. capacitance and inductance the dividing line between home-made and com·
1nCrcial apparatus is reached. As has been seen, the construction o(
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tgear capable oL measuring .with acu;acy .electrical units
vcilts,
milliamperes and amperes - is quite possible and. indeed. simple. given a
s:ood basic instrunient a'nd well-made stable resist(,rs.
The only
satisfactory method of measuring the units of resistance capacitanc-e and
inductance with real ac<uracy, however, is by means of a bridge. The
Wheatstone's bridge circuit for resistance measurements alc-nc is sufficiently difficu It to build if accuracies of 1% and helter are required. and
when this bridge. is developed into a universal type of bridge which is
capable of measuring capacitance and inductance as well, the difficulties
of calibration and a certain complication in operation are added.
A typical universal bridge circuit is shown in Fig. JO. where the
two upper arms arc the ratio arms and the decade variable resistance
is switched as desired into either the ·• X" or unknown arm or into
the "St " or standard arrn. The decade box is the only satisfactory
type of variable resistance for this purpose; a rotary variable resistance
cannot be calibrated and set at each measurement with the requisite
degree of accuracy.
The decade arms may be switched, in which case the switches must
be absolutely above suspicion, since in the O.J ohm decade poor switch
contacts could introduce more resistance into the circuit than the
resistors they are controlling. or the arms may be plug selected. where
resistances arc shorted out of circuit by heavy brass plugs inserted into
drilled sockets between brass blocks. To huild a decade resistance box
with tl1e range shown-() to 1,111 ohms-would be both difficult and
expensive even were resistors of no greater accuracy than I% to be
used whilst this relatively simple bridge leaves a good deal to be desired
when used for measuring capacitance. and especially inductance.
To measure resistance, the " St " terminals are shortcircuited aod
the bridge supplied with D.C. from a ballery, the detector switch being
thrown 10 the Galvo side.
The decade switch is thrown to the X side so that the decade box
becomes the standard arm. and the ratio arms adjusted to a suitable
ratio for the resistance under measurement. The bridge is then
balanced, with the unknown resistance connected across the X .terminals
until the galvanometer shows no deflection w.hen Ibo galvo. key is
depressed. The unknown resistance then is
·
x = Ratio x R
where R is the. resistanc.e shown on the decade box. It must be
remembered that · when the resistance of the left hand ratio .arm is
greater than that of the right-h;ind arm the ratio is greater than unit:y. i.e.,
rr· will be , .. fo, 100. et~ .. but when !he right-hand r.atio resistance. is
greater ihari that· o( the ieft:h~~d ' arm the ratio Wiu be a fraction,
onc·tenth, one-hundredth. etc.
To measure capaci tance on this bridge the circuit must be powered
from an oscillator. A.C. mains may be used, through a stc!'"down
transformer. but a higher frequency of the order of 1.000 c.p.s. is preferable. The detector switch is thrown to bring headphones into circuit in
place of the galvanometer, and a standard capacitance connected across
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the " St " terminals. The decade box is switched into the arm which is
found to require a power factor correction and the unknown capacitance
is measured either by maintaining a constant ratio in the ratio arms and
using a variable standard, or by using a fixed standard and varying
the ratio arms (which then, in any case. also require to be decade
resistances to give satisfactory ranges). To correct for power factor. the
bridge is balanced as well as possitie with no resistance in the decade
box, bridge balancing being carried out by adjusting the circuit until
the note heard in the headphones is at minimum audibility, the decade
resistances then being set to sharpen the general bridge adjustrrn:nt as
much as possible so that the null point, as detected in the headphones,
is a clear and well defined lessening of response.
Unfortunately. no matter how the bridge is adjusted, points of
difficulty arise. Jf the unknown capacitance is measured by changing
the ratio of the ratio arms. or by having any ratio other than unity.
the impedance and resistance settings of the bridge lose their independence
and with a high Q. or efficient unknown the resistance adjustment is
difficult 10 make. With a low Q compodent the reactive or capacitive
adjllst ment is difllcult to make.
When the bridge is used to measure inductances, the obtaining of
a proper balance is probably even more difficult.
It will be seen therefore that to measure capacitance and inductance
at least, requires a good laboratory bridge ready calibrated and containing
suitable standards. For resistance measurements a bridge can be home
made to give accuracies of a few per cent.. the ultimate accuracy
depending both on well chosen resistors and great care in the huilding
of the switching or selecting mechanisms. together with neat and c:ireful
wiring and soldering. but in any case the final cost of a home made
bridge would probably be as great or greater than the cost of a good
Post Office Box bridge which can be recommended and is often obtainable
in perfect condition as secondhand material.
Some examples of the many commercially made bridges for
measuring resistance, capacitance and inductance are the Hunts· Resis·
tance and Capacitance Analyser, the Marconi Instruments Impedance
Comparison Bridge with ranges of 250 microhenries to 1 Henry,
20 pfds. to I .mfd. and 20 ohms to 1 megohm, with an accuracy of 0.2%,
and the ~mversal Impedance Bridge made by the British Physical
Laboratones, Model UB202, a particularly useful instrument with ranges
of 10 microhcnries to 1.000 Henries. 10 pfds. to l.000 mfds. and 0.01 ohm
to I megohm: Capacitance measurements may be made with polarising
voltages applied to the capacitor. so that electrolytic capacitor measurements are possible. and inductances carrying D.C. may also be measured.
A simple home-made bridge is. however. described on a later page.
SIGNAL SOURCES.
Under the beading of signal sources are 4icluded signal generators
for the ~upply of a modulated R .F. signal over a wide frequency range
and. audio gen~rators for .the supply of accurately calibrated and pure
audio frequencies. The signal generator may well be described as the
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most Important piece of test•gear in the laboratory. for little experimenta3
work can be accomplished without its aid.
For receiver repair and general service work a cheap signal generator
is often quite satisfactory and, indeed, the apparatus can be home made,
but for laboratory use this is scarcely practical. In the first place the
shielding of the instrument must be perfect in order that stray signals
are eliminated and the input to the receiver or experimental gear under
test may be measured with exactitude, whilst the generator must be
calibrated with spot accuracy and, if possible, checked from time to time
against a frequency standard such as a crystal oscillator.
One of the most important points in the generator is the arrangement
of the output circuit; this must be calibrated in microvolts and be trutl'
to its calibration.
lt is unfortunate that even this short list of requirements rules out
more than a few of the cheaper commercial signal generators.
Nevertheless some excellent models are obtainable, and amongst
these may be mentioned the Advance Type E generator, the Avo
Oscillator, the Hickok generator type J80X, and, in the most expensive
class, the Marconi laboratory standard generator.
Practically all good signal generators also act as an audio supply
source, giving a 400 cycles signar at an average output of 1.:ro to 1 volt.
T his frequency is the accepted sta ndard for audio te~ts and for many
kinds of work will be all the signa l that is required. The experimenter
who deals with amplifying circuits and h igh quality output will require
something a good deal more versatile, however. and here again it is
felt that his needs will hardly be met by home-made apparatus.
Accurate calibration both of frequency and output voltage is necessary
a.nd the ideal instrument is a beat frequency oscillator although this is
usually an extremely expensive piece of gear.
Perhaps the cheapest source of audio signals is a set of gramophone
test frequency recordings such as the H.M.V. set, Nos. DB4033 to
DB4037, where both consta nt to nes and gliding tones between wide
frequency li_mits are provided, at special levels. A really good turntable and pick-up are necessary, but in any case the quality enthusiast
will have these to hand.
The experimenter who requires a less accurately calibrated but none
the less variable signal so urce will find the Wien bridge oscillator suited
to hi~ pu~pl)Se. The circu it of such an oscillator is shown in Fig. 11,
and 1t will be seen that the oscillator depends on feedback over a
varia?Je resistance-capacitance nl!twork or bridge for its operation. An
amplifier stage may be added if power rather than voltage output is
needed as, for example, the testing of loudspeakers over the audio range.
The two controls of the Wien bridge oscillator, RIR2 and R3 . are
not independent. RI R2 is the main frequency control, with St as a
lange switch, whilst R3 is the feedback control. For purity of output
R3 should be no more advanced than is needed to sustain osciUation,
when t~e waveform of the output signal will be quite pure and sinusoidal
lncreasmg lhe feedback by advancing R3 further introduces a distortion
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The Wien Bridge Audio Oscillator.

into the wavc~hape whit? fina ll y becomes almost a square wave, whilst
.at .the same time there 1s a frequency shift. If the oscillator is to be
~hbr.ited. the.refore, a sui~ble setting of R3 must be chosen and the
ms!rument calibrated ~ver the range, using as pure an output as pos~i hle.
Th.rs means. that R3 will also require a calibration, in that the operating
pomt of this control must be marked.
RI and R2 are ganged potentiometers, of the type often obtainable
from surplus st~res .and trading houses. If ganged potentiometers are
not o~tamable ll. will be necessa ry to gang two separate J megohm
~otentioi:neters, usmg a screwed coupling between their spindles.
. ':' s1'?1ple attenuator output circuit is shown. A more elaborate
c1r~u11 1rught be used but for most applications is unnecessary. ff
desired the outp~t can be metered by the valve voltmeter.
Any.conven1~nt layo~t. may be ~dopted for the oscillator, the only
constructtonal . po int 1equmng allentton being the connections to Ifie
~anged potenuo~neters Rl, R2. As may be seen the two moving arms
ilre connected directly together; the two connections to the tracks must
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be made at the same side of the moviog arms. That is. the lead from
the chassis to R2 and the lead from Cl and C2 to RI must go either
to the right-hand terminal or to the left-hand terminal in each case. If
one lead is taken to the right-hand terminal on one potentiometer and
the second lead to the le!L-hand terminal on the second potentiometer,
the frequency varfation will become cramped to one end of the rotation
of the control.
COMPONENTS LIST FOR THE WIEN BRIDGE AUDIO
OSCILLATOR.
Fig. 11.
1 megohm potentiometers, ganged.
Rl, R2
0.5 meg .. variable. feedback control.
R3
47,000 ohms, l watt.
R4. R7
1,000 ohms, i watt.
R5, R8
470.000 ohms, ~ watt.
R.6
1,000 ohms. variable, output control.
R9
Cl, C3
0.0005 mfd., Mica.
C2, C4
0.005 mfd., Mica.
0.1 mfd., 350 v.w .. Tubular.
C5, C6
C7,
0.01 mfd .. 350 v.w., Tubular.
8 plus 8 mfds .. 450 v.w .. electrolytic.
CS. C9
0.P.D.T. Range Switch.
Sia, Sib
S2,
D.P.S.T. On-OII Switch.
20 Henrie:>. L.F. Choke.
L.F .C.
200-250 volt primary.
II
250·0·250 v., 60 mAs.
4 v. 2a.
4 v. 2a.
V l. V2
354V.
Mullard.
V3
AZ31.
,,
2
5-pin chassis mounting valve-holders
I
International octal chassis mounting valve-holder.
Chassis, cover, out'put sockets, 3 control knobs, etc .

INDICATORS.
Under the beading of indicators is included gear which is used to
demonstrate visually an effect, no matter how the demonstration is
accomplished. ll might be thought that measuring instruments should
also be included in this section, but the writer prefers to separate measur·
ing and indicating ipstruments. An indicator may, under some condi·
tions, also act as a measuring instrument, however- the Oscilloscope
may be quoted as an example.
One indicator of considerable use is the centre-zero galvanometer.
as used in bridges operated from D.C. supplies. A galvanometer is a
useful acquisition if experimental bridges are to be built up or if very
low direct-current work of any sort is to be undertaken, and a quite
sensitive instrument may be obtained as an ordinary pointer type meler.
The Weston range of instruments includes an excellent pointer galvaoo·
meter with a sensitivity of 60 microamps per side, the scale being
calibrated as 30-0-30. (Weston Model S.20, 2 microamps per division.)
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The galvanometer is an indicator rather tbao a measuring lnstru•
meat since it is so often used to indicate a null reading-that is, it is
incorporated into a circuit which, wheo balanced, gives oo reading on the
instrument at all. Here the mirror galvanometer is often used ; its seosi·
tivity is very great aod since the central or zero readin~ is the most
important reading the instrument is fairly simple to set up. A light
source focussed on the mirror and a transluscent scale calibrated purely
in arbitrary units are all that is required.
One of the most useful of all indicators particularly to the experi·
menter dealing with transmitters and oscillators of all sizes and powers
is the neon lamp. A small flash lamp is often used, connected in series
with a loop of wire, to detect R.F. oscillations in a circuit, but appreciable
power is required before the lamp_ will light. A small neon bulb rated
at 90 volts or so (such bulbs arc often obtainable from surplus war
equipment) is an invaluable R.F. indicator since it need only be held
in the hand and have one electrode or contact touching the tank coil
or any ··hot" part of 1he oscilla1or, when even very low power oscillators
such ;is the local oscilla1or of a superhet will cause a glow within the
lamp
The glow due to R.F. is moreover very easily identified. A capaci·
rive coupling can cause t'he bulb to light when touched to a point of
high potential as supplied from the power pack, when the bulb will
glow with its ordinary red or pink light. but touching the bulb to a
poinr a1 R.F. potential wiU cause it to glow with a bluish-violet light
which is quite unmistakable.
The brilliance and extent of the glow within the bulb give som~
indicarion of the R.F. power present; an oscillator with an output of
well below t watt will cause the bulb to glow without any cootact
being necessary.
Ordinary beehive type neon lamps are less sensitive, but may be
used on transmitters and higher powered oscillators, whilst they are also
valuable as circuit indicators. A neon bulb connected across the outkt
points for the soldering iron. power pack, etc.. acts as an excellent pilot
light whilst consuming very little power.
Performing, for the audio frequencies, what the aeon bulb does at
radio frequencies are the ordioary headphones. As straightforward
signal tracers for use on any form of appar,uus where audio frequencies
are present. the headphones are unbeatable. A good pair should be
obtained and well treated. lt is wise to include in one lead a 0.1 mfd.
high voltage capacitor. for then the phones may be connected across
practically any two points in an amplifier or receiver. etc.. without
damage.
An excellent indicator which may be used in several different ways
is a Magic Eye valve. One method of using the Eye is as a null point
indicator in bridges, while simple valve voltmeters may aJso use an Eye
as an indicating device 10 show balance, the applied voltage beiog
measured in terms of bias fed to the Eye to cause it ro close after the
applied voltage has caused it to open.
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The circuit for a Magic Eye bridge indicator is shown in Fig. 12,
together with the bridge conoections. A sensitive Eye should. of course
be used, for which reason the 6E5 is recommended w~en avatl~ble, but
perhaps eveo more useful is the Mullard EM34 which bas, ID effect,
two sensitivities since two shadows are produced on the .screen, ~e
maximum raoge of shadow angles being covered by a gnd potentI~l
raoge of from zero to - S volts in one case and zero to - 16 volt_s ID
the other, the supply voltage being 250.
The EM34 is shown in the diagram.
When a Magic Eye indicator is used the bridge is fed from an ~.C.
source. Jn the writers experiments the best results have b~en o_bt:iined
using the mains frequency of 50 cycles, big.her frequen~1es ~1vmg a
blurring effect. The null setting or balan7e point of the bndge is shown
by the full opening of the Eye-that is, w11h the sha~ow al 1~s broa~C£t
the Eye tending ro close at either side of the null pomt. W11h a smtable
voltage fed into the bridge the shadow c?ges ~f the ~ye ar~ sharply
defined at the null point, the edges blurring slightly _1mmed1ately the
balance is upset. so that ver:y sharp indica1ions are possible. .
.
The bridge in which the Magic Eye indicator is shown 1s su1ta~le
for resistance and capacitance measurements, the accuracy of tne
completed instrument depending to a great extent on _the accuracy- of ~he
"standards" in the switched arm and on the cahbrauon of the potent~o·
meter which acts as the ratio arms. True precision is not obtained with
so simple a bridge. but as a component check it is worth whil~ con·
structing. A very similar bridge is described by M. G. Scrogg1e ID the
"Wireless World." June, 1938.
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'rbe complete bridge. based on the fundamental circuit shown in
Fig. 12. is illustrated in Fig. 13. A set of standards are switched into
.circuit as desired. this switch being coded as 100, 10,000 and
1,000,000 ohms, 0.0001, 0.01 and 1 mfd. The potentiometer is calibrated
in terms of ratios, so that if a resistance is being measured and the Eye
snows balance with the range switch set to 10,000 ohms and the Ratio
arms set to a ratio of 0.4 the final resistance is obviously 10,000 x 0.4
or 4,000 ohms.
Similarly if an unknown capacitance gave balance with the range
switch on 0.0001 mfd. and the Ratio arms at 3.0 the value of the
capacitance would be 0.0003 mfd.
Electrolytic capacitors may be measured on the bridge and power
factors also measured by a direct reading for which R4 is calibrated.
Power factors may be measured from about 0.1 mfd. upwards, over the
useful range. zero to 60%.
The sort of calibration to be expected for a good potentiometer
is shown in Fig. 14. The bridge is calibrated on the lowest range.
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Fig. 13. The °J{esista11ce·Copaci1ance Bridge.
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Fig. 14. Typical Calibration Scale for the Resistn11ce·C(lpacitance. Bridge.

3?

Note that the bridge is powered from a heater winding giving

5. volts on the low resistance ranges and the high capacitance ranges,
the voltage being stepped up considerably for the high resistances and
low capacitances. The higher voltage is obtained from a spare output
transformer, a cheap component with a ratio of about 60 : I serving
admirably. A safety resistance is included in circuit. The voice coil
winding, or secondary, is connected across the centre tap and one side
of the 5 volt winding, so that something like 100 volts are obtained
from the tra1Jsformer primary. This higher ,oltage gives reasonably
sharp indications on the approp, iate ranges.
To calibrate the bridge set the range switch to 100 ohms and connect
to the X terminals a u'tandard resistance box. A set of l % resistors
could be U!Cd but if a good decade box can be obtained or borrowed
the work will be considerably simplified. First check the bridge by
setting the X resistance to 100 ohms. The Eye should show balance with.
the potentiometer at the centre point. This point is marked 1.
Change che X resistance to 1 ohm. Swing the potentiometer for
balance and mark this point 0.01.
Change the X resistance to 2 ohms, balance, and mark the new
potentiomcttir selling 0.02.
Conlinuc up to 10 ohms, thus obtaining points 0.03, 0.04, 0.05- 0.1.
Change the X resistance to 15 ohms balance and so obtain the
point 0. I 5, and continue with 20, 25, 30, 35 ohms, etc., up to 100 ohms,
obtaining the potentiometer points 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35, etc.
Having calibrated one-half of the scale, it now remains to calibrate
the second half.
•
Change the X resistance to 110 ohms balance, and so obtain the 1. l
point. Continue through 120. 130. 140, etc., ohms, up to 200 ohms,
thus obtaining the ratios of l.2. 1.3, 1.4, etc.. up to the ratio of 2.
Change the X resistance to 225 ohms balance, and so obtain the
point 2.25. Contin ue th rough 250, 275 and 300 ohms to obtain the
points 2.5, 2.75 and 3, then continue with multiples of 100 ohms from
300, 4~0, 500. 600 ohms and so .on up to 1,000 ohms, thus obtaining
the pornts 3, 4, 5. 6, etc., up to 10. Finish the calibration by making
the X resi~t~nce 1.500•. 2,000 3.000 ohms and so on up to 10,000 ohms,
thus obtammg the raho points of 15. 20, 30, etc., up to 100.
The calibration of the resistance range is then complete and it
remains to calibrate the capacitance range. These calibrations are the
reciproc~ls of the resistance calibrations, and so may be made by once
agam usmg the decade box. Note that as shown in fig. 14, since the
ranges are reciprocal, that 100 on the capacitance range corresponds with
0.01 on the resistance range and so on.
The rcsista?ces .against w~ich the bridge is balanced for the capaci·
tance range cahbrallons are glven in the following table: TABLE 1.
Capacitance calibration resistances. Set Range Switch to 100 ohms as
before and balance with decade box set at: 40

X

Capacitance Ratio Calibrati~
100
50
40

R.esistane~

I ohm

2 ohms

2.5
3.3

30

s

20
10
9

10
11.l
12.5
14.3
16.6

..8
6'

"
"

.."

20

s

25

4
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3
2.75
2.5
2.25
2
1.8
1.6
J.4
1.2
I. I
I
.95
.9

36.3
40
44
50
55
62.5
71.4
83.3

"

90.9 "
"
JOO
105
Ill

117.6
125
133
142.8
"
154
166
181
200
222
250
285.7

.85
.8
.75
.7
.65
.6

.55
.5
.45
.4
.35
.3
.25
.2

333
400
500
666
1.000

.15
.I
.09

..
"

1.111

1.250
1.428.5
1,666
2,000
2.500

08
.07

.06
.05
.04
41
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Capacitance Ratio Calibratioll
.... ...03'

..

X

RPsistance

. 3,333 . ..

. ·.:.02

5.000

· .Ot

I0.000
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To calibrate the power factor resistor R4 direct in terms of power
factor. temporarily short-circuit the I mfd. standard capacitor. Set
the Range Switch to I mfd. With the decade rC<>istance box still connected into the X terminals, set the X resistance to 160 ohms. balance
the Eye. LEAVING fHE RATIO ARMS SET AT I AND BALANC·
ING BY ADJUSTING R4. Mark lhe resulting setting of R4, 5%.
Continue by balancing the Eye against the following resistances still
using R4. calibrating each setting as follows :
320 ohms.
10%
485
15%
650
..
20%
820 ..
25%
J,000
30%
1,190 ..
35%
.. 1,400
40%
1,6 10
45%
1,830
..
50%
2;080
..
55%
2,370 ,,
60%
Remove the short circuit from the I mfd. capacitor.
lo use. a sharp bridge indication will be obtained when large
capacitancc;s are being measured ooly when the power factor control is
correctly set. To set R4. first balance the bridge as well as possible,
using the correct selling of the range switch, then endeavour to sharr,en
the response by varying the setting of R4, re-setting or checking. the
setting of the ratio arms potentiometer after each variation of R4. An
optimum position will be found. and then both the capacitance and the
power factor of the capacitor may be read off from the scales.
Standard capacitors for the bridge will be obtained rather less easily
than standard (i.e., I%) resistors. If possible the capacitors should be
checked on an existing bridge for values and the best accuracies chosen
from a number of capacitors; alternatively a low capacitance cao be
brought up to accuracy by connecting small capacitances in parallel
with it.
If the bridge is to be used for service work or components checking
alone the capacitor accuracy will not be of prime importance but if it
is to take a place in the laboratory then an effort to ensure a~uracy is
well worth while.
The balance point is less easily observed when the potentiometer
a.rm is at either .ex!ren:e end of its range than when it is centrally
situated. If the ratio 1s high, above 10, a better balance might be achieved
on the next higher range setting of the range switch. but if the ratio is
low, below, say, 0.1 and the range switch is already at the lowest range
setting, thep oothmg can be done to improve the operating condition of

the. bridge. Nevertheless resistances over the range· of I ohm to about
1-0 megohms or more and capacitances from 10 pfs. to 10 mfds. or more
may be measured with reasonable accuracy, whilst values considerably
hiyher than these can be checked.
Balance is not so easily seen on the low capacitance value as on
low resistance values, and the author has found a small lens mounted
over the screen of the EM34 to be a decided asset.
COMPONENTS LIST FOR THE MAGIC EYE BRIDGE.
Fig. 13.
100 ohms, I%. high stability. I watt.
Rl
10,000 ohms, 1 %, high stability. 1 watt.
R2
1 megohm, 1 %, high stability. 1 watt.
R3
2,500 ohms, wirewound variable.
Power factor
R4
control.
20,000 ohms wirewound, variable, Ratio Arms.
RS
4.7 meg. t watt.
R6
1 megohm, t watt .
R7, RS
47,000 ohms, t watt.
R9
2,000 ohms, 5 watt.
RIO
0.0001 mfd. 1.%. Mica.
Cl
O.ol mfd. 1%. Mica or paper.
C2'
1 mfd. 1 %. Mansbridge.
C3
o.oi mfd. 350 v.w. Paper.
C4
8 plus 8 mfds. 450 v.w.
cs, C6
200-250 volts primary.
Tl
250-0-250 volts. H.T.
6.3v. 2a. 5v. centre tapped. 2a.
Output transformer, about 60 : 1. Inexpensive type
T2
satisfactory.
2 pole 6-way selector switch, Range and bridge feed.
St.a, Sib
Yaxley type.
S2
2 pole On-Off switch.
Vt
EM34 Mullard.
V2
6X5.
2 International octal valveholders.
Control knobs for SI, RS.
Test terminals and prods.
Chassis, cabinet, screened sleeving. wire, etc.
CONSTRUCTION.
The bridge may follow any convenient layout to suit the case or
cabinet into which it is to be built. Note that the grid lead to the
Magic Eye is screened; this is not, perhaps, essential, but prevents the
chance of bum pick-up.
If desired a leakage indicator can also be fitted. This takes the
form of a neon lamp connected on one side to the main positive H .T
line and on the other side to a test terminal marked Leakage, positive.
.A second test terminal, marked Leakage. negative, is conncGted to the
negative H .T. line, i.e., the chassis. Thus across the termiDals ap~e~rs
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about 200 volts with the neon tamp in series. and a good capacitor
connected across the terminals will cause the nton to flash at long
iotervals. A poor capacitor will give rapid flashing and .i bad or shortc1rcuited capacllor will cause the lamp to glow steadily. A suitable
neon lamp must be used, rated at about 200 volts, or below, though
results can be obtained with a beehive lamp.
Possibly the most valuable of all indicators is the <·athodc ray
oscilloscope, using as large a tube as cao conveniently he supplied, the
most usual tube size for laboratory work being about 3 ins. screen
diameter.
The tube alone, with its power pack. can be used for
frequency comparison or phase comparison, and thus for frequency
measurement over a wide range given a standard frequency such as
supplied by the mains, whilst, with a graticule or squared sheeet of
celluloid over the screen the tube may be calibrated to measure voltages
in terms of deflection at frequencies between zero and several kilocycles
or even megacycles.
With a time base added the oscilloscope takes its usual form,
capable of performing the tasks already mentioned and many more
besides, from the demonstration of all types of waveforms onwards.
An oscilloscope may either be putchased or made. At the time
of writing a Wide variety of tubes. many with their associated power
supplies already built, are available on the market, screen sizes from
2i ins. to 6 ins. diameter being readily obtainable.
A wide range of commercial oscilloscopes are also made. and
especial mention is deserved by the well-known Cossor Double Beam
Oscilloscope by means of which, on a single tube, two waveforms at
once may be inspected.
Highly recommended, too, is the Lydiate Ash Laboratories (L.A.L.)
Unit Oscilloscope.
Jn a book of this size it is impossible 10 deal in full witb aU or
even one or two of the many uses the oscilloscope bas in the radio
laboratory. and since a Cathode Ray Oscilloscope Manual already
appears in Messrs. Bernard's List (No. 51, 2/ -). tbe reader who requires
more details of both the construction and application of oscilloscope.s is
referred to that publication.
In Fig. 15 is shown a simple yet. at the same time, a very effective
oscilloscope. built round the Mullard ECR30 tube, although any similar
3 ins. tube may be used. A version of the Miller-Integrator timebase is
used which gives a remarkably linear scan over the frequency range of
from 15 to 20,000 cycles. Only four switch positions are needed to
cover this range as a coarse frequency control; fine frequency control is
given by R 10 in the diagram.
The amplifier is compensated to some degree for high frequency
operation, and an attempt has been made to retain reasonably high
gain with a linear response up to approximately 200,000 cycles. With
the oscilloscope the o utput from a signal generator can be inspected
with perfect clarity, and a few cycles of a 200 Kcs. wave inspected
on the screen, which may give some idea of the possibilities of thC"
circuit.
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Fig. 15. The Oscilloscope.
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Jn addition to a good timebase and amplifier, the circuit also
contains beam-blanking, controlled by S3. In position 1 of the switch
no blanking is applied, but on positions 2 and 3 the grid of the
tube is connected into the screen circuit of the timebase. On every
flyback a pulse is supplied to the C.R. tube grid which, for an instant
drives it negative and so cuts off or at least greatly diminishes the
brilliance of the beam, with the result that the flyback vanishes from
the screen. The advantage of blanking is seen most clearly on low
frequency traces, where, for . example, a 50 c.p.s. sine wave is under
inspection-in this case ··Hard Blanking," with S3 in position 3 may
be employed-and on high frequency traces where a radio wave or other
high frequency wave is on the screen.
At these high frequencies it is difficult to avoid "crosstalk" or intermodulation of 1he deflector plates. The effect of crpsstalk on the screen
is io curve the trace at one end with. sometimes, a graduation of brilliance
along the: picrnre. Throwjng S3 to position 2 cleans up the whole picture
extremely well. Posi rion 2 gives what may be termed "Medium Blank·
i~g."

The tube. timebase and amplifier are all fed from a single full
wave power pack. To supply adequate voltage so that there is no
risk of bulb charge and so that good focus and brilliance are obtained
a 425-0-425 volt transformer is specified, but this circuit has worked
very wel l from a 350 volts transformer. The full wave recti fkauon
and the smoothing circuits employed ensure that there is no hum modu·
lation at all on the tube, or on the associated circuits.
It is sometimes desirable to modulate the grid of the C.R. tubeas, for example, in measuring frequencies by the " wheel " or "dot "
method. where a phasing circuit on the deflector plates gives a circular
trace and rhe unknown frequency is used to modulate the tube grid to
produce areas of light and dark on this circle. If grid modul:nion is
required it can be provided through position 1 of S3. A lead from
this switch point to a panel terminal gives access to the grid circuitthe circuit is complered through earth, i.e., the common negative line of
the oscilloscope.
It will be seen that in this circuit the tube anode is above earth
and all circuits are common to the -ve line. No ill-effects arc caused
by this. and the great advantage of earthed input circuits is obtained.
S2 and S6. however, give direct connection-through caplcitors-to
the deflector plates, and then the positive anode line acts as the return
of the circuit. Consequently the terminals marked Hor. Ext. and Vert.
Ext.-~tan':!ing for Horizontal Deflection External. and Vertical Deliection
External-must be well insulated from the oscilloscope panel or case,
and must not be connected to other input terminals on the case.
The method .of synchronising the timebase is worthy of note, since
the sync. feed is taken from the cathode of the amplifier. This produces
very lit tle in1en1ction between the two circuits even when the sync.
control is fu lly rotated, and in the normal working position the control
need only be slightly advanced. As a result in all normal operations
there is no observable interaction at all.
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w'heli external signals are being'·fed through ·the amplifier the external
circuit must be connected in the correct way, either to the Vert: AC.
terminal and the common earthed terminal for A.C. and wave signals,
or to the Vert. D.C. terminal and the common earthed terminal for D.C.
inputs. S5 controls an attenua.tor. With ~5 dow~ bot~ the D.C. an~ A.C.
input terminals are still operative but the input signal 1s attenuated Ill the
·ratio of 20 : 1. S5, therefore, allows large inputs still to be passed
through the amplifier.
Amplifier gain is approximately 50 times, with a drop of approxi·
mately 4 dbs. at 200 kcs.
COMPONENTS LIST FOR THE OSCILLOSCOPE
Fig. 15
CI
8 mfds. 600 v.w. Electrolytic. T.C.C. 922.
C2
16 mfds. 500 v.w. Electrolytic. T.C.C. CE14P.
0.00 I mfd. Mica.
C3
C4. CS, C l3, Cl5 0. 1 mfd. 500 v.w. Tubular.
C6
50 pfs. Ceramic.
·c1
500 pfs. Mica.
C8 C 12
0.01 mfd. 500 v.w. Mica or Tubular.
c9'
0.00115 mfd. Use 0.001 and 150 pfs. mica capacitors
in parallel.
CJO
150 pfs. Mica.
Cll
20 pfs. Ceramic.
Cl4
0.005 mfd. Mica.
Ci6
0.25 mfd. 500 v.w. Tubular.
RI, R2
2 megohm potentiometers. Shift controls.
R3 , R4
100.000 ohms., t-watt.
2.2 megohms.
t-watt.
R5, R6, Rll
R7
I m;:g. potentiometer. Focus coo.tr?!.
100 000 ohms. potentiometer. Brilliance control.
RS
R9
220.000 ohms.. }-watt.
l megohm potentiometer. Fine Frequency control.
RIO
' Rl2. R20
I megohm. {-watt.
Rl3
100:000 ohms. potentiometer.
Sweep Amplitude
control.
Rl4. Rl7. R22
47,000 ohms., t-watt.
RIS
470,000 ohms., t·watt.
Rl6
0.25 megohm potentiometer. Sync. control.
RIB
3.900 ohms., t-watt.
Rl9
150,000 ohms., t-watt.
R21
I meElohm potentiometer. Vertical Gain control.
Tl
200-250 volts primary.
425- 0-425 volts H.T.
Partridge
T/425/150/B
4v. 2a. 4v. 2a. 4v. la.
L.F.C.
25 hys. choke. Part1ridge. C25 /60.
SI
D.P. Mains On-Off.
S2
S.P.D.T. Horizontal, Internal, External.
S3
S.P. 3-way, rotary. Beam-blanking. ·
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S..

S.P. 4-way rotary. Coarse Frequency control.

SS
S.P. 2-way. Vertical input attenuator.
S6
S.P.D.T. Vertical. Internal, External.
Vt UUS, with 4-pin chassis mounting holder.
V2, V3, S.P.41's, with Mazda Octal chassis mounting holders.
Tube. Mullard ECR30 or similar.
Chassis. 14-ins. x 9-ins. x 2!-ins. aluminium or steel, or to suit construe•
tor's requirements.
Panel. I I-ins. x 9-ios.
LI. Secondary winding of H.C. Atkins Coil. White, No. 2. (H.C.
Atkins Laboratories, 32, Cumberland Ro:id, Kew, Surrey).
See coil key. Iron core screwed up into secondary.
7 insulated terminals.
9 pointer type control knobs
Sleeving, wire, nuts, bolts. etc.
Note.-The method of high frequency compensation used in the
amplifier is described in Chapter 3 and another circuit is given which
provides for even greater compensation and a conseq,uently higher
frequency .limit.
The same chapter also includes details of a very high speed timebase.
The function switches OQ tbe oscilloscope panel should be coded
as follows:S3
Beam Blanking.
Position 1 Blanking Off.
Position 2. Blanking Medium.
Position 3. Blanking Hard.
Coarse Frequency.
S4
Position I.
15 50 c.p.s.
Position 2.
50 1,000 c.p.s.
Position 3.
750 5.000 c.p.s.
Position 4. 3,000 - 20,000 c.p.s.
CONSTRUCTING THE OSCILLOSCOPE
Practically any layout may be used, and the oscilloscope may be
filled into any case which will comfortably hold the components.
The chief poim to be observed is tbe usual oscilloscope requirement
-the mains transformer should be mounted directly behind the tube so
that stray fields cannot deflect the spot to one side.
All earth return and bypass circuits may be connected directly to the
case or chassis as this is the common negative line. but it is wise to back
the panel with a sheet of thin paxolin over the mounting po~itions of the
shift and focus potentiometers to ensure good insulation at these points.
External circuits must always be connected in carefully. so that points
of high vollage in the external gear cannot be short-circuited or cause
a heavy current through R2 I. for example. When the grid is brought'
out for modulation from point I of S3 this circuit should also be used
with care. and the grid must not be driven positive. with respect to earth.
Jn any case of doubt the external apparatus should be connected in
through a highly insulated capacitor, with as high a value as i,>ossible,
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As with any other oscilloscope, the tube must always be run at as
low a brilliance as possible. and the spot should never be allowed to
remain stationary on the screen.
Constructors who have the American 3BP1 C.R. tube with a 6.3 volt
heater may use this circuit by changing the SP4l"s to SP6I's and the
UUS to a 5U4G. The 6 and 5 volt heater winding model of the
Partridge transformer is then ,used, T/425/150/A.
OUTPUT METERS.
Still under the main beading of Indicators is included yet another
meter, the Output Meter. The Output Meter may b~ an un~libr.ited
indicator such as an appropriate range of tbc Multimeter (e11ber 10,
100 or 1,000 volts A.C.) connected io to the circuit under test via a
suitable capacitor, when comparative readings can be made. or a properly
calibrated instrun1ent.
The multimeter type of output meter does not give a true reading
since the impedance of the capacitor is in series with the instrument
impedance, but for receiver alignment and similar work this typ~ of
output meter is all that is required.
A greater ouipu1 results LO a
greater voltage being indicated on the meter scale and vice versa. so
that whilst the final output is not truly known the correct adjustments
can be made to obtain the greatest output.
The design of a calibrated output meter is complicated to some
extent by reason of tbe fact that every valve must deliver its output into
the correct impedance or load, for full efficiency. whilst at the same
time output is most conveniently measured in terms of voltage across
a load.
For any one power output, therefore, changing the load impedance
will cause a different voltage reading and thus an apparently different
output reading unless some method of compensation is adopted. The
sam: remarks hold true for decibel meters.
The simplest way out of the difficulty is to change the final voltage
range of the output meter for each load across which it is to work.
Using the formula
p

R
where P is the power in walls and R is the load into wbicb the power
is fed. V being the voltage across the load, specimen voltage ranges are.
for 25 watts m each case:V across I0,000 ohms
500 volts.
V acr.oss 5,000 ohms
353.6 volts.
V across 2.000 ohms
223.6 volts.
So the A.C. voltmeter which forms the basis of an output meter
can be calibrated in terms of watts only if its range is varied in accordance with the load across which the power is being measured. Using a
rectifier instrument. similar to the basic circuit of the Multime1er, this
may he accomplished by using differing range resistors, these range re·
sislors being switched and coded not in voltages but in terms of loads
across which the output meter gives a true reading.

The Output Meter shown diagrammatically in Fig. 16 uses this
principle and has a range of from zero to 25 watts. The moving coil
instrument used is a 100 ohms O· I milliameter. and the multiplier
resistances are calculated for true watts readings at 10 loads chosen as
the most useful, from 2,000 up to 15.000 ohms.
The multiplier
resis1ances, as calculated, work out to odd figures and not to standard
values, but the resistances can be made up by adding various standard
value resistors in series where necessary. Some endeavour at bridging
the resistances to ensure reasonably accurate results is worth while
althOugh 10 parts of error in each thousand ohms will stilJ be no
more than a 1% error for that range.

r
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Fig. 16. The Output Meter.
COMPONENTS LIST FOR THB OUTPUT METER.
Fig. 16.
200,000 ohms.
RI
245,000 ohms.
R2
285,000 ohms.
R3
R4
320,000 ohms.
3SO,OOO ohms.
RS
390,000 ohms.
R6
R7
42S,000 ohms.
450,000 ohms. 1 watt.
RS
R9
495.000 ohms. 1 watt.
RIO
550,000 ohms. l watt.
All fixed resistors except RS, R9, RIO, t watt types.
8 mfds. A Mansbridge type capacitor is· necessary,
Cl
and the value is best made up of 2 or 4 ri1fd.
units. The capacitor must be non-polarised and
non-inductive.
Westinghouse I mA. lnsti;ument Rectifier.
w
S.P. 10-way switch (or 10 points of a 12-way
SJ
switch), Yaxley type.

·so

M 0-1 mA. moving coi1. Resistance too ohms or thereabouts. Not

' higher than 500 ohms. Weston Model S.20. (Sangamo-W~ton Ltd.,
Gt. Cambridge Rd., Enfield Mdd.x.).
Control Knob for SI.
Suitable case.
.
.
f
Note. Due to rectifier characteristics the rea~':°g is tr~e only ~:
sinusoidal waveforms, but under general cond1t1ons this may
·
· ·t · mall
disregarded.
.
;Instrument error due to the use of a ca~ac1tor m c1rcu1 is s
since a large capacitance is used, and may be disregarded.
.
th
The range of the output meter is from 0-25 watts. but ~mce e
instrument used is a milliameter and calibrated from _O· I mA. either ~e
scale must be recalibrated or, preferably, a conve_rs1on chart must e
used by means of which the current shown on the instrument scale may
be converted immediately to watts or fracti~ns of watts. Such a con·
version chart may be drawn from Table 2, given below.
TABLE 2.
CONVERSION FIGURES, mAs. TO WATTS, FOR THB
OUTPUT METER.
FIG. 16.
Watt11
mAa.
0.25
0.1
0.5
0.14
0.75
0.17
1
0.2
2
0.283
3
0.35
4
0.4
s
0.45
6
0.49
7
0.53
8
0.56
9
0.6
10
0.63
11
0.66
12
0.69
13
0.72
14
0.75
15
0.77
16
0.8
17
0.82
18
0.85
19
0.87
20
0.89
21
0.92
22
0.94
23
0.96
24
0.98
25

1.00
SI

OUTPUT

METER.

Fig. 17. Co11111n:ti11g the
0111p111 Meter i1110
an 0111put Stage.

The output meter is connected into the circuit under test as shown

in Fig. 17. The loudspeaker or other load must be left connected for
this sets the working conditions of the circuit. It is necessary to as~ume,
in the case of commercial receivers, that the valve manufacturer's
conditions obtain, and the load impedance of the output valve is found
from valve data tables. The output meter switch is then set to the
correct load, the switch coding being as follows : CODE FOR OUTPUT METER SWITCH Sl
(AS MARKED IN Fig. 16).
Position I
2,000 ohms load.
2
3,000

3
4
5

6
7
!!
9

10

4,0:)0
5.000
6,000
7.500
. 9.000
10,000
12.000
15,000
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Thus. to measure the output from a Mullard Pen4VA, for examp1e,
the output meter switch is first turned to position 5, for the required
toad for this valve is 6,000 ohms.
With the .stage and valve working, the output meter is connected
across the primary of the output transformer, the gain of the recei\ i::r
or amplifier in which the valve is working being turned up full if the
fuU output measurement is needed. The meter will then read. if the valve
is delivering full output, somewhere in the region of 0.35 or 0.4 mA.
If it is required to mute the loudpseaker then. before the output
meter is connected into circuit, the voice coil connections must be
broken and a resistance exactly equivalent to the voice coil impedance
substituted in its place. The resistor must have an adequate wattage
rating for the power output of the circuit. lo the majority of cases a
3 ohms resistance will be needed, but for a 15 ohms speaker a 15 ohms
resistance must be used, and so on.
Disconnect the output meter before switching off the receiver or
~ear on which it is operating, and similarly always switch on the gear
and allow it to reach operating temperature before connecting the
output meter.
The output meter may also be calibrated in decibels. The following
table shows the decibel readings relating to power gains. since the
meter is a power measuring instrument, and the zero dbs. level is chosen
to he J watt.
TABLE '.\.
DECIBELS CONVERSION CHART AGAINST WATTS AND mAs.
FOR THE OUTPUT METER.
Fig. 16.
dhs.
Watts.
mAs.
6
0.25
0.1
3
0.5
0.14
0
l
0.2
+ 3
2
0.283

+6

4

+ 9
+ 12

8

M
0.56
16
0.8
+ 14
25
1.0
It should be pointed out that whilst in actual fact the decibels ealibrarion is not so accommodatingly exact as the above table showsplus o dbs. is really a power gain of 3.981. for example. rather than the
gain of 4 shown-the calibration is quite sufficiently accurate for all
practical purposes.
If a different zero level is desired. the meter can be recalibrated to
suit the new conditions from any dbs. table.
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CHAPTER 3.

TEST EQUIPMENT-PART 2.
TELEVISION TEST GEAR.
Practically all of the test apparatus so far described is of great use
when experiments are to be performed io the reception of television
signals, or when television receivers are to be developed, but further
gear, or developments in existing gear, can assist the television worker
considerably.
The television receiver, no matter whether it is of the T.R.F. or
superhet type, is specialise<!, and contains timebases and very high
voltage supplies not found in other receivers. so that ia broad .outline
the test gear for the television section of the laboratory must include
a special signal generator. measuring instruments capable of dealing with
high potentials. and an oscilloscope. This is a very short list yet a
television set can be developed at home with little more than a knowledge
of what is required. a good stock of pauence and a test signal from the
London transmitter. but for those preparing for television in areas where
the service is not yet provided the gear mentioned must be considered
as essential.
So far as the measuring instrument is concerned. the valve volt·
meter described in Chapter 2 is quite satisfactory. The high voltages
can be measured as D.C. voltages after rectification and the 5,000 volts
range will handle practically all types of power supplies whilst the input
resistance of the meter, 10 megohms. is sufficiently high to cause little
error. This point is of importance; television tubes. like oscilloscope
tubes. arc fed from a potentiometer chain across their power pack output
circuit and since high voltages are present and high voltage rectifiers
pass only low currents. of the order of 3 mAs. maximum. the potcntio·
meter chain has a very high overall resistance. If. then. a voltmeter
requiring appreciable current is connected across part of the chain the
extra current required to operate the voltmeter is drawn through :,ome
part of the high resistance with the result that a serious fall in potential
ensues. The voltage reading obtained is incorrect and an existing fault
might be ma~ked, or a non·existent fault suspected.
The range of the moving coil Multimeter can easily be exhrnded
to cover, say. 5.000 volts by switching the instrument to the 1.000 volts
range and adding external resistance in series with one test lead to a
value of 4 megohms. The instrumen t will still draw a current of I mA.
for full seale deflection, however, and this is too high to be satisfactory.
At 5.000 volts the valve voltmeter will draw a current f1om the
circuit of 0.5 mA .. which is better. but an even higher input resistance
of the order of hundreds of megohms would be better still and un·
doubtedly an electrostatic voltmeter is the ideal instrument for measuring high voltages across high resistances.
Theoretically the resistance of this instrument is infinite: and no
current at all tfows for the pointer deflection depends on the charges
across a set of fixed and moving vanes. Usually a minute current tlow$

as a result of leakage, but this will affect the accuracy of the reading
hardly at all.
A warning concerning the dangers of television power packs must
be given. The voltages are so high that all non·enclosed television gear
must be considered as extremely dangerous and must be treated with
respect. When voltage measurements are being taken the equipment
must, of course, be switched on but the voltmeter should be connected
up with the power supply switched off and the switch closed only when
the hands are clear. For all other adjustments and circuit changes the
receiver should be switched off and, for safety, have the supply plug
withdrawn from the socket.
When the set has been working, discharge the capacitors in the high
voltage supply circuits after switching off the set before making any
changes or readjustments. The high resistance chain allows the charge
to leak away only slowly, and a 100,000 ohms resistance, fitted ·with
heavily insulated leads or prods, should be connected across the E.H.T.
smoothing capacitor for several seconds. The discharge must never_ be
made by a short·circuit.
Television gear can be aligned with an ordinary signal generator,
but if serious work is contemplated a commercial television generator
is of great assistance.
One excellent example is the Pye Television
Signal Generator No. 940008.
This is an instrument with a frequency range of from 40 to 50
Mes., so that both the vision frequency of 45 and the sound frequency
of 41.5 Mes. are covered. For vision tests two modulations are provided, consisting of square waves fully modulating the carrier over about
50% of the line or frame time, so that a black bar across the screen,
vertically for the line and horizontally for the frame, can be produced. These modulating signals may also be fed directly to the tube
grid thus cutting out the R.F. circuits of the receiver under test.
For sound section checks a 400 cycles sine modulation may be
switched on to the carrier.
A diode valve voltmeter enables the output from the generator to
be fed at a level of 0.1 volt to a double attenuator so that accurate outputs from 1 microvolt up to 0.1 volt may be drawn.
The Pye Generator costs £24.
An ordinary signal generator is still required if I.F. transformers
in the television receiver arc to be aligned. The usual 1.F. chosen is
in the region of 12 or 13 Mes.
At the same time the commercial
signal generators already recommended cover the television frequencies
an d will give a "picture" of sorts if their modulated output is fed
into a receiver at 45 Mes. The 400 cycles modulation produces 8 horizontal bars. the frame time base frequency being 50 half.frames per
second to give 25 whole pictures per second, the half·pictures being
interlaced.
To produce vertical lines on the television screen using an
ordinary signal generator an external modulation must be fed into the
"Bxternal Mod." terminals of the generator. The line frequency of the

ielevisor is 10,125 lines per second so that the modulation frequency
The modulation efficiency is
roust be a multiple of this frequency.
bound tQ be poor but if a strong signal at. say, a little over 100 kcs. is
fed into the modulation terminals of the ordinary generator a vertical
set of bars will result. The modulating frequency may be p)'oduced
from a second ordinary signal generator or from a temporary oscillator.
When testing or aligning television receiving circuits with signal
generators it must never be forgotten that the circuits are essentially
very unselective and the receiver should be tested over a bandwidth
rather than solely at the central frequency. The transmitted bandwidth is of the order of 6 Mcs.-i.e., the signal "stretches" from
approximately 42 to approximately 48 Mes.
To maintain bandwidth in the I.F. amplifier, the l.F. transformers
or couplings are usually stagger tuned, so that here again alignments
are not so straightforward as are broadcast receiver alignments. Stagger
tuning reduces the efficiency of the l.F. amplifier but, if carried to the
correct amount, it produces an overall response curve with an admirably fiat top. An I.F. amplifier with 5 tuned circuits operating at a
nominal frequency of 13 Mes. might have I tuned circuit actually set
at this frequency, the other circuits being tuned 2 to 14 Mes. and 2 to
12 Mes. The J.F. amplifier as a whole, therefore, requires very careful
setting in order that distorted or poor response curve may be avoided.
Each tuned l.F. circuit must be set or adjusted by feeding in a signal
from the generator at the correct frequency, the overall response afterwards being tested by sweeping the generator over the band and noting
the output obtained from the whole amplifier.
A cheap, simple and yet very useful generator has been in use in
the author's laboratory for some time, and the circuit is shown in Fig. 18.

L2

I
9
VALVE KEY.

C2

Fig.

~.

A Simple Television Test Generator.
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Ao ordinary super regenerative detector is fitted with a variabie gno
leak and the tuned circuit is adapted to give a very broad band of
frequencies centred on 45 Mes. by enlarging ~be tuning coil . and
omitting the tuning capacitor. The resulting osc1llator has the s1g~al
frequencies modulated by the super regenerative or quench. f!'equenc1cs
over a range variable by rotating RI , and if the o~tpu~ coil 1s couple?
into a television receiver-only a very loose coupling 1s needed an? 1t
is usually sufficient merely to pJace the oscillator close t~ the telev1sor
--tbe resulting screen "picture,. is of a number of verttcal bars. the
number changing as RI is varied. The bars should be perfe~tly upright and straight, and since synchronisation of the receiver 1s automatic the signal tests not only the R.F. circuits of the.receiver but also
the time bases. the focussing and the general behaviour of the t~be
circuits. lf the oscil:.i.tor is fed from a power park whose ~r:ioothing
1s made deliberately poor a 50 cycles burn si?nal is also m~dulated on
the carrier, giving a hum bar or faded portton over the picture, thus
.
testing. if only roughly. the frame timing of the r~ceiver.
Since oscillator tuning is effected solely by coil and stray capa".1tances slight adiustm.:nts to the coil will probably be necessary. to
individual generators. these adjustments consisting of either lengtbemng
or shortening the coil by squeezing or stretching the turns until the
signal is centred correctly on 45 Mes.
It need hardly be mentioned that this oscillator is a powerful
generator of interference, and should not be used during programme
times nor coupled to an aerial of any description.
COMPONENTS LIST FOR THE TELEVISION TEST GENERATOR.
Fig. 18.
I turn 16 S W.G. enam. and D.C.C. i in. diameter.
LI
At anode end of L2.
20 turn~ 16 S.W.G. cnam. and D.C1C. t in. diameter.
Turns closewound.
0.0002 rnfd. Mica.
Cl
; 0.005 mfd . Mica.
C2
20.000 ohms { watt.
RI
0.5 meg. variable.
R2
100,000 ohms, -} watt.
R3
60 1urns 30 S.W.G. enam. closewouod on ~ in. diameter
R.F.C.
former. I meg. resistor may be used as former for
choke.
M,ullard.
VI
EC52.
I
B9G valve-holder.
Sm<\11 cha$$il!. wire. sleeving, etc.
·
·
·
Construction of the unit follows ordinary high frequency practice in
that all leads are kept short and direct and all the components are wired
directly below the valve-holder, being supported. finally. by the holder
pins.
The characteristics of the oscilloscope required for the television
laboratory vary according to the nature of the work it is intended to
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carry out, and if the cbJef interest ites, for example. in time bases the
oscilloscope circuit exactly as shown in the preceding chapter will be
fouod satisfactory.
Generally ~peaking the upper limit of the oscilloscope as it stands,
about 20,000 cycles, is more than adequate for television work, for a
scan frequency of a little abo~c 5,000 cycles allows two complete lines
~f picture content to be examined, taking the line frequency as 10.125
Imes per second. To examine detail and for special work a very high
sweep frequency is sometimes needed. however, and in this case a special
time base may be built up and coupled in to the oscilloscope, switching
the horizontal deflecting plates to ·• external " for the purpose. A gas
triode time base is limited at the higher frequencies, and a hard valve
time base is much more satisfactory besides being more flexible and
simple to construct
A hard valve time base to give sweep frequencies of the order of
200,000 cycles is shown in Fig. 19 where a pentode valve is showo
in a relaxation type of oscillating circuit. This time base is also useful
from the experimental point of view for producing wave forms other
than the sawtooth time base wave which appears at the anode.
A
rectangular wave is produced at the screening grid, and variation of
circuit constants will give variations in the wave shapes.
A synchronising signal may be fed to the grid of the valve.

.------·------+ 250 v.
R2

R4

C:l

!>YHt.--1

Fig. 19. Tiu: liigh Speed Time Base.
Note that the output line from the time base selector switch is
to ~he horizonta.t dellection socket on the oscilloscope.
This 1s possible smce tbe oscilloscope circuit has its own isolating
capacitor C3 (Fig. 15). If this high-speed time base is used with other
?Scillosrnpes it will probably be necessary to use an isolating capacitor
m the output lead from the selector switch. of the value of about
0.1 mfd. witb a working voltage of, say. 1,000 volts.

'tak:~n .direct!~
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COMPONENTS UST FOR THE HIGH-SPEED TIME BASE.
Fig. 19.
RI
0.5 meg. variable. Sync. control.
R2
R3
R4
RS

22,000 ohms, 1 watt.
100,000 ohms, t watt.
10,000 ohms, l watt
2 meg. variable. Fine frequency control. For great~r
frequency variation this may be increased to a maximum of 5 megs, by including switched fixed resistances
in series with the variable resistor.
Cl, C3
0.1 mfd. 500 v.w. Tubular.
C2
I mfd. 500 v.w. Tubular or Mansbridge.
C4
O.Ql mfd. 500 v.w. Tubular.
C5
0.001 mfd. Mica.
SJ
S.P. 3-way coarse frequene}' selector.
Vt
EF39.
Mullard.
I
International octal valve-holder.
Small chassis. sleeving, wire, etc.
Since the high-speed time base may be supplied from · the bench
power sockets no power pack is shown. .
.
.
.
The point at which the oscilloscope is most hkely to be lackmg ts
in the frequency range and response of the vertical amplifier, the circuit
built around V2 io Fig. 15. This amplifier will work well up to about
200 000 cycles and some.what above, and at first this might seem perfectly
adc~uate since the line frequency of the television line time base is
\OJ25 cycles.
lt must be remembered, however, that in this tenthousandth of a second the whole of the line information is transmitted,
so that if a line or a pair of lines are to be inspected on the oscilloscope the frequency response of the vertieal amplifier must be very
much higher if detail is to be visible. To take but one .example, the
sync. pulse on a line lasts for 9.88 micro-seconds which corresponds,
very approximately, to a frequency of 100 kcs. and if the line sync.
pulse is to be inspected on the screen then the amplifier must have good
response at 100 kcs. Even so this frequency refers to the pul~e as a
whole, and if the sharp transitions of the line shape at the leading and
traiiing edges of the pulse are to be reproduced then the amplifier
.
frequency response must be higher still.
The frequency response of an amplifier is affected by the vanous
stray capacitances of the circuit but chiefly by the output capacitan_c: of
the valve. This capacitance is admittedly small but far from negltg1b~e
and as the frequency rises so does the impedance presente-0 by this
capacitance fall, with the result that losses are increasingly serious as
the frequency increases. The amplification or gain is thus far from
linear.
To compensate for this state of affairs ao inductance may ~e introduced into the anode circuit of the amplifier. tbe value of the mductancc and the Q of the circuit being adjusted to suit the final r~quircd
frequency response. BY resonating over a band of frequencies the
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inductance increases the gain of the stage by increasing the impcdanl.e
of the anode load, the resistance having been reduced in order that
the gaio at the lower frequencies and the gain at the higher frequencies
are balanced. The circuit Q is kept low so that the inductance is effective over a band of frequencies.
The final gain of the amplifier is, of course, lower than the gain
obtainable when the frequency limit is low, but good amplification is
still possible.
The simple design formulae for this "shunt peaking" circuit are
(referring to Fig. 20):Ra
21Tfmax. Co
and
L
0.5 Co (Ra)Z
where Ra is the anode load resistance, froax is the highest frequency to be dealt with. Co is the total output capacitance over the
anode cireuit and L is the necessary inductance. The unils are the
fundamental units of ohms, farads, cycles and henrys.

I
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HEC.
25MFOS.
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VALVE KEY.
Fig. 20.

High Frequency Compensator Amplifier.
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In the case of the EF37 the output capacitance may be taken as 14
pfs. whilst, adding an allowance for the capacitances to earth of the
wiring. valveholder, etc., the total output capacitance may be p•esumed
as 20 pfs.
For response over a range extending up to 500 kcs .• therefore. Ra
may be calculated as 16,000 ,1hms (to take the nearest standard val~e
resistance) when L is calcula1ed as 2.5 millihenrys. Since the mam
u:ned winding of a Wearite long-wave coil, either the P~~ or PHF~.
is quoted by the makers as having an inductance of 2.2 m1lhhenrys tlus
coil might very well be used.
.
.
.
The gain of a shunt peaking stage is calculated very easily. smce 1t
is equivalent to the product of the valve's mutual conductance and
the anode load resistance for the fiat. portion of the frequency response
curve. The gain is thus
gm. Ra
and since the gm. of the EF37 is given as 1.8 mA./V the gain may be
taken as 16 x 1.8 (converting to the fundamental units of amps. per volt
by reducing the load to kilohms). The stage gain is thus practically 30.
Other values for resistance in the amplifier may be taken :.is
120.000 ohms for the screen resistor (to suit lhe valve limiting conditions) and 1.000 ohms for the cathode bias resistor. This resistoT
should now be bypassed with a 25 mfds. capacitor in the usual way.
Note that for television video amplifiers this type of bypassing is not
used although the shunt peaking correction circuit is employed. In
this :1mplifier. however. considerations of zero frequency are not so
important as they are in a television video amplifier.
The high frequency response amplifier may also be construeted
as a supplementary unit to the oscilloscope and coupled into the vertical deflection circuit by. using the ·· vertical deflection direct ·· sockets,
the amplifier. like the high speed time bast. drawing its supplies from
the bench sockets.
CHAPTER 4.
TEST EQUIPMENT. PART 3.
VERY HTGH FREQUENCY TEST GEAR.
For experimental work at very hjgh frequencies the gear in probably
the greatest demand is that connected with the generatio~ and
measurement of v.h.f. together wilh apparatus capable of showmg the
operation of various types of aerial.
The point at which very high
frequencies become ultra high frequencies has not yet been defined
satisfactorily although various proposals have been made. so that for
the purposes of this manual the term .. very high frequencies" has been
taken to cover the frequency range from about 40 or 50 Mcs.-say.
television carrier frequencies-up to the oscillating limit o{ "normal"
valves. The frequency limits of valves vary with type, of course. but
certain :riodes built to the orthodox pattern - in that they have a
c.;thode. grid and anode - are now capable of operation al several
bundr.:ds of megacycles. The Acorn triode works at 700 or 80-0 Mes.;
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tue ·'lighthouse "-so called from ils appearance, more p1operly named
the :.'is.:-seal valve-can accept an input of approximately 20 watts at
betwe~n 400 and 500 Mes. (with forced ventilation); and the new
Mullard valves of the E90 class, together with the well-known ESO
!lass valves deserve special mention. The EC52, for example, operates
up to a maximum oscillating frequency of 400 Mes.. gives excellent
super-regeneration in a receiving circuit and has a maximum anode
dissipation rating of 7.5 watts so that it is also of considerable use for
transmission purposes. The EC53. only slightly larger than the EA50
diode, also operates up to 400 Mes. as a power oscillator with an
input of l-·5 watts and an output of 0.3 watt at the highest frequency.
If much v.h.f. work is to be carried out the laboratory should cer·
tainly be fitted with permanent Leeber wires. A Lecher wire system
for 50 or 60 Mes. will be beyond the possibilities of most home
laboratories for the lines require to be a wave-length long at least,
preferably more, bu t for frequencies above, say, 100 Mes. the system
can be fitted along a wall or even at the rear of the test-bench. Lecher
wires are two parallel transmission Jines of bare wire spaced an inch
or slightlY more apart-for the highest frequencies tubing might be used
instead of wires-and a shorting bar is provided which runs alonj!. the
wires short circuiting one to the other at any point along the system.
The wires should be stretched between two firmly positioned
supports in order that they may be really taut and friction between
them and the shorting bar, which should slide along a runway ur
groove or other positioning device, may be avoided by having the wires
slightly higher than the shorting bar so that they must be pressed down
by an ebonite or polystyrene rod to make actual contact.
The shorting bar should have a sharp edge, and the groove or
runway along which it moves on its carriage may be calibrated either
in terms of inches or centimetres.
Au indicator on the carriage
exactly beneath the shorting bar shows the distance between the ba r
and a reference point at the feed end of the wires.
At each end of the system the wires or tubes are insulated one
from the other, but power from the oscillator under test whose opcrat·
i~g frequency is to be measured i~ fed to the system by connecting a
sin~le tum loop across the two Lecher wires, coupling this loop to the
oscillator tank. Thus the whole system is as shown in Fig. 21 .
Frequency measurements are made by virtue of the fact that the
double transmission line is resonant, ;md so absorbs p(lwer. A simple

Fig. 21.

LechC'r Wire System.
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indicator such as a loop and bulb is also coupled to the oscillator
tank circuit so that the bulb glows, then the Lecher wire shoning bar
is slid along the wires, starting from the fed end of the system. _At
5ome point or other the bulb brilliancy will sudde~ly f~ll, ~howmg
that the system is resonant and absorbing power. This ~omt lS _noted
and the shorting bar moved still further along the wtres until the
The distance between the two positions of the
lamp dims again.
shorting bar at which the bulb orilliancy dims is equal to a half
wave-length.
The couplings between the Lecher wires and the bulb an.d. ~e
oscillator tank circuit must be adjusted experimentally for sens1UVJty,
and the point arises that with some oscillators sufficient power will
not be generated to give good bulb indications.
ln such a case a
field strength meter may be used, and since this instrument is also of
great value for use with experimental aerials it is described in some
detail.
A field strength meter is rarely calibrated in units of field strength
for almost without exception its main use is as a comparative indicator.
When adjusting an aerial, for example, it is necessary to know whether
the adjustments are being made h1 the correct direction and whether
the field strength is increasing or decreasing; the field strength meter
gives this information with no other calibration than that on the scale
of the moving coil instrument which a.:ts as the indicator.
Of the many types of circuit available undoubtedly the most useful is tbe "remote-reading" meter, for here the pickup system may be
placed wherever desirable-at some distance in front of an aerial for
example-whilst the indicator itself may be on the testbench or beside
rhe transmitter or oscillator under test.
When used with the Lecher wires the indicator may be set at any
part of the bench from which it is conveniently visible, the pick-up
section being be~ide the oscilla1or.
AU field strength meters consist essentially of a tuned circuit set
to the frequency under consideration. :\ detector and an indicator. The
circuit of the meter under discussion is shown in fig. 22.
Whilst a diode detector could be used with no change of circuit
a germanium or silicon crystal detector operates at practically any
frequency and requires no heater supply. A resistance between the
detector and indicator reduces loading on the tuned circuit and crystal,
although for low power work this resistor may be switched out of
circuit. A good crystal cau pass several milliamperes of current and
the meter as a whole would work well with a 1 mA indicator, but.
again for satisfactory operation at low powers, a 100 microamps mete
is used. Some care must be taken. however. to ensure that this mete1
is not overloaded or even burnt out with large inputs, and for this
reason a shunt may be filled to increase the meter range to 500
microamps or even I mA. This shunt is shown switched in the ia·
dicator unit.
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Fig. 11.

Remote-reading Field Strength Meter.

Overloading is also prevented by enclosing the tuning unit in a
When necessary a short aerial is then fitted to the
shielding case.
meter consisting either of a few inches of wire or a one or two foot
rod. A short length of wire only will be required for work such as
Lecher wire indication, whilst the pick-up rod will be needed when
aerial characteristics are under investigation.
The coupling lead between the units may be of any lengm up co
several hundreds of feet.
By this means the detector unit may be
placed several wave-lengths in front of an experimen1al aerial. At the
same 1ime if one unit is fi11ed with a two-pin plu~ and 1he other wnh
a corresponding socket the units may ~e plugged together and used as
a whole. The coupling lead may be formed of practically any two-way
cable. either twisted Hex or single cored coaxial line with the screen as
the return lead.
COMPONENTS LIST FOR THE REMOTE-READING FIELD
STRENGTH METER.
Fig. 22.
LI,
18 turns 18 S.W.G. enam. close wound tin. diam.
L2,
8 turns 18 S.W.G. enam. Jin. tong, ·}in. diam.
L3,
4 turns 18 S.W.G. enam. tin. long. tin. diam.
To cover 28 to 200 Mes. band continuously.
Cl,
40 pfs. tuner. Rayman VC40X.
C2. C3, 0.0005 mfd. Mica.
Rl,
1,500 ohms, t wall.
R2,
0.S mAs. shunt.
I mAs. shunt.
R3,
The values of R2 and R3 depend on the instrument resistance. For a
Weston S20 JOO microamps movement. their values are app r~1ximate ly
220 aod 97 ohms respectively.

R.F.C.1,2. 60 turns 30 S.W.G. enam. closewound on {fo. form.
M,
0-100 microamps.
Sangamo-Wcstoo Model No. S.20.
W,
Crystal ··Diode," B.T.H.
SI,
S.P.3-way, range selector.
S2,
S.P.S.T. Series selectivity switch .
S3,
S.P.S.T. Shunt selector awitcb.
Two metal cases, plug and socket, 2-way, aerial standoff or terminal,
coupling cable, sleeving, etc.
3 control knobs.
Using this field strength meter as a sensitive indicator, the Lecher
wires may be employed to measure the frequency of very low power
oscillators.
The lines are coupled to the oscillator in the ordinary
manner and the detector unit of the meter placed at a suitable distance
from the oscillator with a short rod aerial fitted if necessary. When
tuning the field strength meter the sensitivity should be reduced to the
minimum by throwing in both the series resistance and the highest
range shunt. Once the signal is found and the meter is reading the
selectivity can be improved to give a convenient reading. The meter
unit may be placed in any position for clear visibility.
The Lecher wires are operated in the usual manner, the shorting
bar being moved along the lines until the first resonant point is found
where the field strength meter will show a pronounced dip in its reading. The shorting bar is then carried further along the lines until
the second dip is found. the distance between the two shorting bar
positions giving the measure of a half wave-length.
When very high frequency recei vers are being developed a v.h.f.
oscillator is required, preferably one calibrated against Lecher wires or
some other frequency determining device. The circuit of a suitable
oscillator is shown in Fig. 23. using the EC51.
The three coils. wound to the same dimensions as those specified
for the field streni:th meter. give the same frequency range, 28 to 200
+
R.f,C.
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I
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Fig. 23.

V.H F. Test 0 .1ci//ator.
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Mes. bu1 in Lhc case of lhe oscillator they are nol switched but plugged
in.l o circui1. A pair of sockets from an old valveholder are soldered
one to 1he s1ator aod one to 1he rotor contacts of the tuner aol:I the
coiJs wound with the ends of the winding left as short legs which may
be inserted into these sockets, the coiJ thus being supported directly
across Cl.

COMPONENTS LIST FOR THE V.H.F. OSCILLATOR.
Fig. 23.
LI
18 turns 18 S.W.G. eoam. closewound, -!: in. diameter.
L2
8 turns 18 ~.W.G. enam. I in. long. } in. diameter.
L3
4 turns 18 S.W.G. enam. ~ in. long, t in. diameter'.
Cl
40 pfs. tuner. Raymart VC40X.
C2
50 pfs. Ceramic.
0.001 mfd. Mica.
C3
RI
33,000 ohms. ~ watt.
R2
33,000 ohms, I wan.
R.F.C.
60 turns 30 S.W.G. enam. closewound on t in. former.
VI
EC52.
1
B9G valve-holder.
lf the unit is to be calibrated obviously the coils must be rigid
in order that they may be handled and changed without altering shape
and thus upsetting the frequency calibrations. In this case they may
be wound on ~ in. diameter tubing. polystyrene tube being excellent
for the purpose if available. Alternatively a good grade paxolm ma y
be used. The turns of the coils may be cemented to the tubing with
cellulose cement. or a solution of celluloid in acetone may be used.
In either case the amount should be as little as possible to fix the
coil turns rigidly.
This oscillator will provide aii input signal for testing and cali·
beating all types of v.h.f. receivers. but if superhet circuits are incor·
porated in the receiver design an ordinary signal generator v.ill also
be required for the alignments of the l.F. transformers.
For v.h.f.
reception, of course. a high 1.F is used .a nd for 200 Mes. reception a
IO or 12 Mes. t.F. is by no means too higb.
If an audio note is needed as a modulation on the signal from
tbe v.h.f. test oscillator the simplest means of providing such modula·
I.i on is to feed tbe oscillator from a poorly smoothed power packa metal rectifier with no choke or smoothing capacitor would serve.
Alternatively a strong output from an audio oscillator may be fed into
the test oscillator, coupling the audio generator in berween the earth or
negative line and. via a I mfd. capacitor. the 1unction of R2 and the
R.F. choke. The depth of modulation will not be great but will be
sufficient for test purposes.
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CHAPTERS.
LABORATORY APPLICATIONS.
Throughout the writing of this Manual the author bas borne
chiefly in mind those workers and experimenters who ~tend to de~elop
or design complete, multi-stage equipment such as receivers, amplifiers,
televisors or new types of test gear.
.
. .
This being so. it is therefore difficult to discuss the applicattons
of the laboratory as a whole for obviously different aims and interests
must lead to different uses and methods for and in the laboratory,
so that this chapter is comprised of a few examples of the uses to
which the gear may be put.
As a starting point it may be of value to illustrate one of several
methods by which the inductance of a tuning coil may be measured
without an inductance bridge. As has already been mentioned such
bridges arc costly if bought commercially, and difficult both to build
and operate.
In place of a bridge the signal generator and valve·
voltmeter, together with a capacitor of known value, may be used.

SIC.HAL
C.ENUATOR

'
Fig. 24.

I
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Mcn.mri11g Ind11cta11ce.

The circuit is shown in Fig. 24 and it can be seen that the coil
whose inductance is to be found is connected across the capacitor C in
an ordinary parallel tuned circuit. From the point of view of con·
venience an accurately calibrated variable -capacitor is obviously prefer·
able, but a fixed capacitor of about 0.0001 mid. wilJ serve. The final
capacitance is not of importance ; what ls important is that the value
of the capacitor is known correctly. A range of capacitors with value.~
in the "tunin~" rangc~.0001. 0.0003 rnfd. etc.-accurate to 1% can
be· obt<1-ined from many good tradil:lg houses or orde'red through the
norm~! dealer and trade channels. and it is worth while to spend a
few shillings on such components, keeping them carefully in the
store cupboard to act as standards for such jobs as this.
The valve-voltmeter is set to the appropriate range-the 5-volt
range using the meter described in Chapter 2-and the signal generatcr
tuned until it is in resonance with the tuned circuit formed by L and C,
this setting being indicated by a rise in the valve-voltmeter reading.
There is little chance at medium and low frequencies of tuning to a
·harmonic, but if this should occur with coils of low inductance such as
short-wave coils the valve-voltmeter reading will enable the fundamental
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frequency to be chosen since the reading will be highest at this setting.
Other types of indicator could be used, even to a diode detector (or
germanium or silicon crystal) and headphones, but in this case a fairly
large capacitance and load would be shunted by the detecting device
across the coil in paralJel with C. Even the diode probe bead of the
, ·al ve-voltmeter places some extra capacitance in shunt, but if an
allowance of JO pfs. is made over the value of C this probe capacitance
and any further stray capacitances should be compensated for with fair
ac.:curacy. The self-capacitance of the coil can hardly be compensated
for, since it will vary between wide limits with different coils.
With the signal generator at resonance with the tuned circuit, the
inductance of the coil may be found from the formula1.000,000
L
4,r 2 fZ
Where L is the inductance in microhenries.
is taken as 9.866,
f is the frequency to which the generator is tuned, in megacycles, and
C is the value of the capacitance across the coil in microfarads.
With a 0.000 I mfd. fixed capacitor and a 10 pfs. allowance for
strays, C would be taken as 0.00011 mfd.
By using the same circuit in a slightly different manner, together
with a good variable capacitor and a few standard value fiited capacitan.ccs the variable capacitor could be calibrated. L, in this case, would
be an inductance used for each test and could be any suitable tuning
coil. The signal generator would be brought to resonance with L and,
say. the fiited 0.0001 mfd. standard ; this capacitor would then be disconnected and the variable capacitor connected in and tuned until the
coil-capacitor circuit was again in resonance with the signal generator.
1 he variable capacitor could then be calibrated at this point as 0.0001
mfd. No compensation for stray capacitances is necessary for tbeiie
are now common to both fixed and variable capacitors.
The variable tuner is then disconnected and a 0.0002 mfd. standard
connected in. The generator is again brought to resonance. the standard
disconnected, the variable capacitor connected in and the tWJed circuit
resonated against the generator when the variable qipacitor could then
be calibrated as 0.0002 infd. and so on.
. Oanged capacitors may also be matched against a coil. · J'he coil
_is conn~ted acros$ the first sectio1;1 of . the capacitor and the signal
.geneptor tun~ !llltil the valve-voltmeter indicates resonance. :rbe coil
ts then connected lf.Cr9$S Jhe next section of the gaoged ~uner and
should, of course. also . b~ tuned to the same frequenq' as was the
case with the first section of the capacitor. Any discrepancy will be
!>hown by a lower reading of the valve-voltmeter and the trimming tabs
on the movi11g vanes of the capacitor may be adju~ted to correct the
error.
Tests such as these, should be carried out over the whole tuning
range of tbe ganged capacitor.

The constructor of amplifiers can put the oscilloscope to exceHe:t•
use as a means of examining linearity and phase distortions at various
frequencies, the circuit being as shown in Fig. 25. To avoid using
the amplifier within the oscilloscope which might introduce distortion
on its own account a simple potentiometer or voltage divider is used.
The output from the audio oscillator i$ connected acrC>ss the ends of
the potentiometer, as is one pair of deflector plates. the amplifier
being connected in so that it receives a fraction of the full signal.
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Te.~ting
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Tbe oscilloscope is used with both pairs of plates switched to
" direct " or .. external " deflection. 1 he audic> oscillator should be set
~o that as pure a signal as possible is supplied to the apparatus, but
i.ince :rny di:aortion in the source is applied both to the amplifier and
the indicator, absolute source purity is not essential.
When the two inputs to the o~cilloscope are equal in amplitude a
line across the screen inclined at 45 degrees to the vertical will appear,
and if the line is straight without kinks or bends, espocially at the ends.
the amplifier is free from amplitude distortion. Phase distortion causes
the line to open out out into an ellipse. this condition obtaining for
the great majority of amplifiers at low frequencies, but amplitude distortion is still visible as distortion or curves in the ellipse.
Phase
distortion is chiefly ~erious when negative feedback is w be applied
over the amplifying circuit. and in some cases can lead IC> the setting
up of oscillatory conditions over some part of the signal cycle. Such
spurious oscillation is visible as a type of " wave form " on what
should be the straight line across the screen.
When finished receivers. or sets of commercia l design. are being
tested in the laboratory it is usua I w make sensitivity and similar tests
to a standard output power. 500 milliwatts in the case of receivers
capable of outputs of more than I wall and 50 milliwatts in the case
of receivers rated to have outputs of I watt and less.
The output meter described in an ea rlier chapter is designed to
have a range covering the full outputs of all types of receivers and
amplifiers and :l meter with ~1 higher ~ensitivity is required t6 measure
outputs of the order of 50 and 500 milliwatts. Such a meter can be
made up from :i thermo-couple ummeter connected in series with a

_Receiver sensitivity. is checked by applying a test signal 10 the
rece_iver of such a magmtude that the standard output is obtained, To
obviate the receiver's noise output a measurement of absolute sensitivity is to be preferred. and this is made by feeding in an unmodulated

carrier to 1he receiver, then switching on the carrier modulation, adjusting the two inputs until the output power difference with modula!ion
on and modulation off is either SO or 500 milliwatts. The receiver
sensitivity may then be expressed as the difference in microvolts be"".een
the two input signals. Obviously the noise power output of the receiver
should be Jess than the signal power output, otherwise extremely poor
design would be apparent.
If the gain of any single stage (such as an l.F. amplifier) is
required it may be measured by connecting a valve-voltmeter across
the input terminals and a second valve-voltmeter across the output
terminals of the stage in question, when the stage gain is E2/EI. Stray
l·apacitances are introduced, however, and even if the stage is temporarily re-aligned so that the tuning is corrected the working conditions
will still be different from those obtaining with no external gear
connected to the circuit. Nevertheless a good indication of gain is
obtained ; if lhe second valve-voltmeter required is of a good commercial type with a very high inpul impedance for R.F. this should
be used as the input meter.
The gain over the converter stage of a receiver is best measured
by connecting a valve-voltmeter across the circuit preceding the converter-or, since in most sets the converter is the first stage, a known
signal may be fed into the aerial terminals - and measuring the
resulting voltage across the following stage. i.e., across the 1.F. grid.
The first LF. transformer is thus included in the measurement but if a
reputable component is in use its full data will have been published
and allowance may be made for its portion of the overall gain.
The valve-voltmeter may also be used to measure the oscillator
voltage injected into the mixer, or as an alternative the. oscillator
grid leak may be' disconnected from the cathode or earth Jme and a
milliameter inserted into circuit to measure the grid current of the
oscjllator. The second method is, perhaps, more convenient than the
first especially where the valve manufacturers specify the correct grid
current. As one example, the Mullard ECH35 should have a grid
current of 0.2 mA. flowing through 50.000 ohms.
The working of the oscillator should be checked at the main test
frequencies, which may be taken for all tests concerning the tuned
circuits of the receiver as600 kcs., 1,000 kcs. and 1,500 kcs. for the medium waveband.
160 kcs., 200 kcs. and 300 kcs., for the low frequency band,
although the Light programme transmitter may cause trouble at 200
kcs. in which case a slightly different test frequency may be chosen,
and, for the short-wave broadcast bands6 Mes.. 9 Mes., 12 Mes., 15 Mes., 17.5 Mes., 21.S and 26 Mes.
The oscillator should be checked on each short-wave band at the
low frequency end of the tuning range, however, since here the inductance-capacitance ratio is at its lowest and any failure in oscillation
will be shown up.
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resistance so that the total resistance of the two is equal to lhe voice
coil impedance to which the output transformer of the apparatus under
test is matched. Thus no capacitance will appear in the circuit and
at the same time wave form error will 001 be so serious for the thermocouple ammeter will give current indications on any wave shape
corresponding to the R.M.S. indication of a sine wave.
Any good thermo-couple instrument should have its internal
resistance printed on the scale ; common values are l ohm and less.
Assuming that the instrument resistance is I ohm and the output
into a 3 ohms load is to be measured, 2 ohms resistance must be
•oupled in with the meter. A carbon resistance is suitable (a non·
inductive resistor should be used) and since the standard output is no
more than 500 milliwatts, a t watt rating only is required.
· Sinct: power and current are related byp
12 R
the current readings for various powers are easily calculated, but for
500 milliwatts the current reading will be 0.4 amp., so that an instrument reading from 0 to 0.5 amp. will give good results on the open
pan of the scale. For the lower standard output. of 50 milliwatts
the current reading will be rather low--0.13 amp.-but still clearly
readable on a well-printed scale.
The multimeter A.C. section cannot. of course, be used for this
purpose since the transformer is made for 50 cycles work aod will give
meaningless readings on the 400 cycles audio note which is tile standard
input (as a 30% modulation) on the signal generator carrier.
Tbe low-power output meter circuit is shown in Fig. 26.
The full range of receiver tests may be summarised as follows.
First. check the receiver for correct operating voltages on all lines.

Fig. 26.

The Low·power Output Meter.

It is of interest to check the tracking of superhets with a resonator
or tracking rod which can be made up from a piece of narrow bore
paxolin tubing or from a bakelite rod with the plugs tapped into either
.:nd. Two plugs are required, a small brass plug fitted to one end
of the rod and an iron dust plug fitted to the other. The iron dust
plug may be obtained from an old tuning coil or l.F. transformer.
To test the tuning of any coil, insert first the brass plug into the
coil. then the iron plug. If the brass plug causes the receiv.:r output
to increase the coil inductance is large, whilst if the iron plug. inserted
into the coil. causes an increase in receiver output, the coil inductance
is too low. If the coil induciance is correct either end of the rod.
inserted into the coil. will cause a drop in the receiver output.
To me:ts ure sekctivity probably the band width measurement is
the most i.impl<! to carry out. The test may be m:ide a t 600 and J,500
kcs. The recei, er is tuned to the signal generator and the generator
input aJiu~ted to give the standard output. The signal generalOr is
then detunc:d by varying amounts on either side of the resonant frequency-say, by increments of 2, 3 or 5 kcs., depending on the genera-

tor calibralfon- and the generntor input adjusteo at each detuning to
bring the receiver output back 10 the standard amount until the ratio
of input at resonance to the input off resonance is 10,000 times. The
receiver A.V.C. line should be put out of action for this test.
A curve may be plotted showing generator input strength against
kcs. detuning on either side of resonance wben the curve illustrates
A specimen curve is
the tuning curve of the r eceiver as a whole.
shown in Fig. 27, and it can be seen that the curve in this case shows
up a l11ck of balance in what should be a double-peaked curve.
By using two signal generators a cross modulation or interj;erence
curve may be drawn.
The two generators are connected into the
receiver as shown in Fig. 28 so that their outputs are in series, and
applied to the receiver through the artificial aerial (which is used in all
cases where the signal generator is rn!lnected into the aerial-earth
terminals of the receiver). The transformer by means of which generator No. I feeds into the receiver may have ·a primary and secondary
consisting of 15 or 20 turns each of 20 S.W.G. enamelled wire closewound 011 a t in. former, the windings being in line. The output of
both gencr::itors should have a high maximum- 0.5 or 1 volt.
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Cross-modulation or Interference Check.

The test is condlfcted as fojlows: Switch on generator No. 2 and feed in a 1,000 microvolt signal.
i.e., I millivolt-to tbe receiver. Adjust the receiver volume control
until the standard output of 500 milliwatts is indicated. Switch off
generator No. 2 and switch on generator No. I, adjusting its input
until the receiver again gives a 500 milliwatts output. By this means
the effect of the transformer on the circuit can be neglected, for the
final output of generator No. I after the transformer must be a
standard 1 millivolt signal.
Switch off the modulation from generator No. 1, leaving the
carrier on.
13

Switch on generator No. 2, modulated to 30% with 400 cycles in
the normal wa y, and tune this generaior to either side of the test
frequency by increments of 9 kcs., increasing the generat~r out~ut at
ti:i.ch setting unlit the output due to the interference signal IS the
\ tandard interference output which is 0.5 milliwatt.
Continue with the settings and increased input signals from
generator No. i until its input is as high as 1 volt.
The interference signal in microvolts from generator No. 2 ma_y
then be plotted against the frequencies to which generator _No. 2 1s
tuned-9, 18, 27 k.cs .. etc., with intermediate points if desired-and
curves produced for each test frequency.
.
All users of short-wave supcrhet receivers know that a high
image ratio is very desirable, 1he image ratio being the ratio of s~gnal
vollage a1 the image frequency to that input voltage at the ~ignal
frequency which is required to give the same output.
The image
frequency is !he signal frequency minus twice the 1.F. if the oscillator
wo rks at a frequency lower 1han signal frequency, or the signal frequency plus twi ce the I.F. if the oscillator works at a frequency above
1he signal frequency.
The ratio is obtained by feeding in a signal from the generator at
!he required frequency, noting the input voltage required to give
sta ndard ou1put. The generator is tuned to the image frequency and
the generator input increased until standard output is again obtained.
The image ratio is the second sensitivity measurement divided by
the lirst, chat islaput microvolts at image frequency.
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The A.V.C. characteristics of receivers are now usually measured
a nd plotted by the method introduced by M . G. Scroggie. The ~ignal
generator is coupled into the receiver-for this test the high-power
c>utput meter can be used, unless the low-power output meter can read
up to about t of the rated output of the set under test - and the
receiver volume control is set io give full volume with no input from
the generator. The first point plotted on the curve is thus the residual
noise level of the receiver.
The input from the signal generator is now increased until the
output meter shows the receiver giving about t of its rated output
when the volume control is turned down (leaving the generator alone)
to reduce the output power to one-tenth of its reading oa the meter.
Again the generator input is stepped up until once more the output
meter shows t of the full o utpul, a nd again the volume control is
reduced to give a power output of one-tenth of the meter reading. Tbe
lest continues until a signal generator input of 1 volt, or the maximum
generaior outpu1 is attained.
The results are plotted on logarithmic graph paper with a result·
ing curve similar to that shown in Fig. 29.

throughout the test and supposing ihe a udio ~ection of the receiver
10 be ca pab le of giving such outputs. For example._ ~uppose that a t
100 microvolts input the output meter read 500 milhwa tts a nd the
vo lume control was then turned down to ~i vc the o ne-1enth reading
o f 50 milliwa tts.
Al 150 microvolts input the reading might ~is_e
aga in to 100 milliwatts but this wou ld be plotte? as. 100 x Ill. nulhwatts. tha t is. I watt, and so ou for .:ach reducuon m the seltmg of
tbe volu me con trol.
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Fig. 29.

An A .V.C. Curve.

The o utput powe rs pl\) tted on the 1:urvc are those. which w?uld
be ,~b taincd if the vo lu me control were left at the max.1mun1 pos1~1on

from the curve various poin ts can be seen, including
The rece ive r resid ual noise level.
The 1)11Lpul power ''' an y level for an y input in microvolts (including noise) may be re;1d off fru lll the curve.

TI1e effectiveness of delay on the A.V.C. ·system. coupted with the
fact that the power output corresponding to any input voltage and any
setting of the volume control may t>c calculated. For example, on the
curve shown the A.V.C. commences to operate O.t about 3 watt~ out·
put. as shown by the Hattening of the curve. this with an input signal
modulated 30% and at 300 microvolts. Suppose the maximum output
to be 4 watts without distortion. If the modulation were to be in·
creased to 90% the output power would theoretically be increass:d by
a factor of nine, ·or to an output of 27 watts but since the receiver
can only deiiver 4 watts the volume control merely intensifies over·
lont.ling over the greater part of its travel. showing on this (purely
empirical) curve that the delay voltage is too high and should be
reduced.
The actual setting of the volume control to give the 4 watts output
is the square root of the square of the ratio of the modulation depths
multip lied by the desired output over the theoretical output. For the
c<1Se under consideration this become5
4
'.!7
0.3 x
J 0 148
0.12 approximately.
1 hus the volume control is set to O. l2 or approximately one-eighth
of its fuU setting.
.The curves show that the receiver is not highly sensitive and yet
1ha1 it has at the same time a relatively high noise output. This
indicates that some allention might be given to the input or aerial
coupling stage.
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